
Chapter One. The Hollaender Steinway.

My mother always said that if our Steinway Grand Piano could talk, it would have a tale to 
tell. So I will endeavour to tell it myself.

The  Steinway initially belonged to my grandfather, Victor Hollaender, in Germany. My 
grandparents were Polish, from Upper Silesia. They moved to Hamburg where my mother 
was born. Victor had two sons and two daughters. My mother was Ellen Karin Hollaender 
then she had a sister called Vera Hollaender. The  girls had two brothers called Friedrich 
and Heinrich Hollaender. Victor, Friedrich and Heinrich all became German Cabaret 
composers in Berlin. And they were socialites  and hosted many parties. The  Hollaenders 
were all Jewish and the whole family played the Steinway.

The  three  men fought against the political system of the time. They composed under 
different names, using their music as a political tool. The  family hid under the  piano 
during bomb raids. It was the strongest refuge in their home. They even ate  their meals 
under the piano.

The  Hollaenders were  banned from Germany and they all came over to England in a 
boat, along with the  piano, two sideboards, gold and silver ornaments and other 
antiques. I can't begin to imagine what they were thinking.

The  Hollaenders managed to get a flat in Hampstead Garden Suburb: 20 Montrose 
Court. It was huge. We often visited my grandmother, Martha Hollaender, whose maiden 
name was Finke. The Hollaender’s were a family of animal lovers and our dogs would visit 
them whenever we did, climbing the many stairs to reach grandparent’s flat.

In my granny's kitchen was a series of bells. They were servants’ bells. I would ring the 
bells from any room then hide from my granny, making her run through the huge flat 
trying to find me! Sometimes I swapped rooms and tried to confuse her.

When my grandfather, Victor, died he left the Steinway to my oldest brother, Jonathan, in 
his  will. We bought our first home  and built an extension to house  the piano. And my 
father had made some shelves to accommodate all our music. My grandfather had leather 
bound pieces of German cabaret composers. He had his name  engraved on the  front 
cover V J Hollaender. As  a child I would try to play his music on both my grandfather's 
violin and piano. In some of them he wrote inscriptions to others. I have kept these  music 
books. Years later my adult piano pupil,  Derek, also played Victor's music from the  books 
on the Steinway. It was as though Victor and his music were being kept alive.



I fell in love  with the piano. It made  a magical sound. My grandmother would sit by my 
side and watch me play. People  say I make a magical sound on any piano. This, I think, is 
due to spending my childhood on the magical Steinway.

Growing up I had many piano teachers. Howard Arman, a friend of my brother, Jonathan, 
taught me the  piano during my teenage years. I managed to persuade Howard to teach 
me light music and the Hollaenders' music also. I had school music teachers who 
encouraged my violin and piano playing. I was developing a jazz technique  whilst going 
through the ABRSM exam music system.

My mother told me stories about Victor's violin and piano playing. Apparently he  played 
for hours on end by ear and without using any music. He always played by heart. My 
grandfather could pick up the violin and Steinway piano and just play it. He was a fine 
musician. But both of my grandparents gave their musical glory to their children and 
grandchildren. They never took the glory for themselves.

My uncle  Friedrich Hollaender wrote  the song 'Falling In Love  Again' sung by Marlene 
Dietrich in 'The  Blue  Angel'. As a child, he  fascinated me. For my music degree at 
Dartington College Of Arts I produced and directed the musical play, 'Cabaret.' It was a 
tribute to the Hollaender side of my family.

Now I own their Steinway which is my greatest pride and joy. I am classically musically 
trained but have ended up being a light music expert, just like the  Hollaenders. My work 
as a dance pianist taught me  to play and sight read and teach in any musical style. I learnt 
also to improvise and compose. My CD called 'Crotchets In Love' is  based on my 
Steinway grand piano. My piano pupil Zoe  drew a picture  and named it 'Piano Is Love' 
with two crotchets surrounded by hearts and a piano. That night I started to compose the 
music and wrote the  story 'Crotchets  In Love' having been inspired by my pupil’s picture. 
The  piano piece 'Hope' in the CD was originally written for a dance  teacher called 'Hope.' 
She greatly inspired me to write a piece of 'Hope' for the world.

My earliest childhood memory of the Steinway was of my brother, Jonathan, playing 
Mendlessohn's Wedding March to me on the piano. It was this that prompted me  to ask 
my mother for piano lessons. She said that they were very poor and that they couldn't 
afford this. But I wanted to play like my brother. So I told my mother that I would do all 
the  chores around my home to pay for my piano lessons. And I stuck to my word. Every 
morning I would get up at 6 am. I would feed the dog and cat and polish everyone's 
shoes. I would lay the  breakfast table  and make tea and toast. After breakfast I would 
practise the violin and piano, all before  school. Then I would practise again after school. I 
found out years later that Martha paid for my piano and violin lessons.

On Saturdays I would go to Hillingdon Music School. I immersed myself in music. I played 
the  recorder, violin, sang in the choir and played in the  orchestra. I also took ballet and 
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drama lessons. And every lunch time  at school I took part in a musical and dramatic 
society, mainly choir or orchestra. The school hosted a full size Steinway which I was 
allowed to play. It was similar to mine  at home. I was involved in many a concert and 
festival with all my Schools and won many a competition. I always practised on my 
grandfather's Steinway and his violin.
 
My mother could also play the  piano. She was a nursery teacher. My mother gave  me and 
my two brothers home  schooling. She held a nursery school within her home. My father 
hand built a Wendy house which we loved to play in.
 
Later, she was asked to run and open a nursery with Social Services, Highgrove House in 
Ruislip, Middx. Her Bridge playing friends all ended up working for her. One day, she 
asked me  if I minded her working. I said that I was very proud of her to work, and that I 
would encourage this. So her life consisted of working at her own school as a nursery 
teacher, looking after three children and her mother and hosting parties with her circle of 
friends. She was an excellent cook. Every Sunday my mother cooked a roast dinner and 
invited family or friends to join us. That also included both of my grandmothers. We 
always played the piano to them.

On Christmas Day, the presents would be placed on top of or under the Steinway. It was 
the  centre  of attraction. Also, on top of the  Steinway was a porcelain statue of a raven. My 
mother said that it was always listening to the piano playing. My grandmother, Martha 
Hollaender, always joined us on Christmas Day. It was a special time with us all gathered 
around the piano. My mother always cooked a lovely Christmas meal. It was a special day.

When I was at primary school, I lost the  use of my legs. So I had to stay at home for about 
a year. I practised on the Steinway and played on my grandfather, Victor’s, violin. I 
watched all the old films my uncle composed for and learnt from them.

My mother, Ellen Karin, had bought me a puppy to aid my mobility, and this  cure worked. 
We also got a cat. Whenever I played the Steinway, my dog would lie  by my feet and the 
cat would either sit on the piano or window sill. They always listened to my piano playing.

Every summer holiday I would practise the piano and violin early in the  morning. Then we 
would go swimming every day. We would take our dog, Tessa, and picnic and walk her 
during lunch hour in the  fields with the  wild horses. My father created a lovely garden with 
every fruit and vegetable imaginable. It was like  a paradise. My father built a Wendy 
House in the tree at the end of our garden and I used to escape there.
 
When I was 24 years old I bought my first home and moved from my family home in 
Pinner to my flat in Northolt. My brother, Jonathan, went to America to live and everyone 
agreed that the  piano must go with me  to my new flat. So the piano moved with me. 
When we arrived at my first floor maisonette  we took the  legs off the  piano and turned it 
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on its side. Half way up the stairs the piano got stuck. So new recruits had to be called in. 
The  removal men kept bright and cheerful. We couldn't go up or down with the  piano. 
We were all wedged in. So I called my other brother, Ric. He had to raise  the ceiling which 
fell on us and the piano. Years later Ric told me  that he  didn't know what he  was doing 
but he knew that he  had to do something as we were all stuck. In fact I was so upset that 
my brother sent me shopping. When I came back the piano had been moved into the 
music room and I had no ceiling. Ric said that the  piano was in the flat and wasn't moving 
again. That was 1986 and the piano is still there  in 2012 at the time  of writing. One must 
always listen to one’s elder brothers.

My father had a dream on the night the piano moved into my home in Northolt. He 
dreamt that he  put one book into my music room and the whole flat collapsed. My 
neighbours living downstairs also thought the piano would fall on top of them.
 
I use  the Steinway to teach my pupils and also accompany many singers and 
instrumentalists. Also, every Sunday my piano pupils would come to play the Steinway at 
my flat in Northolt. It had such a magic about it. My neighbours have  all been very good 
and fair about my Steinway. Whenever the  neighbours  didn't like the music they would 
turn their own music up or noisily decorate inside their home or garden. On the other 
hand when my neighbours liked the music they would listen and silence would fall!

These are some of the  tales that my piano tells, but probably not all. I know it has some 
secrets that it is keeping to itself!

The Piano: a non playing brother’s view

This piano was an instrument from my earliest live. I have  a dim memory of it arriving at 
our house in Ruislip. Prior to this for a short time  we had two upright pianos, at some 
point my father disassembled one  with a wartime  friend of his. He  said years later 
smashing up a piano was very hard work. The other upright piano was given to someone 
who lived in Fore Street, Eastcote.

The  grand piano arrived and took up much of the room. To close  the  curtains I needed to 
stand on the piano, which I think was probably discouraged. I always wanted to prop up 
the  lid, but this was also disallowed. There was enough lots of space under the piano and 
I was fascinated by the  large screws which I could see. On a number of occasions I tried to 
unscrew them, but fortunately they did not move. I also experimented with unscrewing 
the  legs, they had two screws holding them on and also a piece of wood which could be 
rotated. Fortunately I also didn't actually manage to remove a leg. Inside  the  piano I also 
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tried undoing the  large  screws that held the  steel frame in place, looking back it is 
miraculous that none of these moved.

I remember someone  coming to the house to re  polish the piano. They stripped the black 
probably French polish off and then put it back. At the  item I couldn't see  the  point in 
this. The piano was in bright sunlight for much of the day and that is probably why the 
finish on the flat side is  quite  poor. I have recollections of trying to play the  piano and 
having music lessons. Unfortunately I never really took to playing the  piano and preferred 
being outside  climbing trees of anything else, taking things apart (and sometimes getting 
them back together, without any parts left), and generally getting into trouble. I cursed an 
explosion once  in the  kitchen by heating a thermometer with the gas lighter ~ just before 
Sunday lunch at which were also my grand parents, the  same  ones who owned the  piano, 
I don't think they really liked me much, I wasn't musical and I tended to get into trouble.

The  piano was a perfect height for putting a film projector on,y and at some point we got 
a super 8 camera and projector and occasionally had film shows, at which I was allowed to 
work the projector, and to do this  I sat on the  piano lid using the keyboard lid as a step. 
(Probably mum did not realise this.)

Later we  moved to a house in Eastcote  and dad had to extend this to  accommodate  the 
grand piano, the room had joists closer then normal because  of the weight. Actually I 
thought this was rather odd, because  a floor should be strong enough to hold up a piano. 
I still hold that view.

The  extension gave me an insight on how houses were built, this was quite  useful when 
the piano wouldn't get into Shirley's flat.

My other overriding memory is waking up to Jonathan and later Shirley practising various 
pieces.

Move  on many years, the piano had moved again to a house in Pinner I had left home 
and Shirley was buying her first home. On removal day I received a call from my father at 
work saying they were having trouble getting the  pianos into Shirley's new home could I 
come and help, which I did.

I arrived having had various thoughts as to how to get a piano upstairs. On arrival Dad 
was saying that Shirley would need to sell the piano and get something smaller. I 
considered the possibility of removing the upstairs floor above the  entrance hall and 
using a hoist to get the  piano into the flat, but I wasn't sure where  to hang the winch 
from. So I then thought that taking out some of the  ceiling above the  stairs might be 
enough. It wasn't quite  enough so I decided to cut out a joist, my fear about this  was that 
it might drop slightly causing the ceiling in the  downstairs flat to crack (or worse). I kept 
these fears to myself, and went off to a DIY store to buy a saw, and a selection of other 
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tools I might need. I got back and started to cut out the  joist. The joist ran right across the 
flat and was put in before the party wall was built since the lath for the ceiling and the 
plaster on this was showing between the  top of the  dividing wall and the  joist, none the 
less I cut the joist and I remember saying to dad as I was nearly through it I hoped it 
didn't drop. Happily it didn't. I actually had to cut two or three  joists to make  enough 
space. Meanwhile  the  removal men looked on. I really don't know what they thought. I 
think the whole  process probably took two or three hours. Eventually there  was enough 
height to get the piano up the  stairs. I used some of the removed joists  to give  some 
temporary support to the  joist ends that I had cut. Subsequently Eddie  a builder dad 
knew added some more proper support and plastered the  ceiling, And dad made  a 
template to make sure  the piano could be moved out at a later date. The  template Shirley 
has kept safe.

I really haven't had much contact with the piano since, except for the  one occasion when 
my family visited Shirley. Our youngest daughter Alicia  was probably about three, and 
unknown to us had been very quiet. We subsequently found that she didn't like the black 
notes and had been painting them white  with tipped which she had found. Shirley was 
really very good about this and wasn't upset to us anyway. The  tippex seemed to come 
off because there is no evidence of it now.

There was one  other occasion when Shirley and I recorded a short piece for BBC radio 4 
about it.

Roll on many more  years and the  piano is  on the move  again, sadly Shirley is  not able  to 
live  in the flat anymore and her accommodation cannot take  a grand piano, so it is on its 
way to the USA to live  with Jonathan. I am looking after the  move  out of the  flat and since 
the  flat has  been unoccupied for a couple  of years the  piano has gathered a bit of dust. I 
went to the  flat with my wife Brenda to give  the  piano a polish and Hoover out to help 
ensure  it would move  safely. When we arrived I the piano was looking rather sad, the  lid 
and music stand were  off and it was in need of polish.  Not having touched the piano for 
perhaps 30 years  it was a strange experience, seeing again all the screws I tried to undo 
the  wonderful gold steel frame, the yellow of the sound board, the  red felt and the 
slightly broken ivory key was really like meeting an old friend. Brenda and I hoovered out 
the  piano, polished all the  parts we could, get to and cleaned the ivory keys. I put back 
the  music stand and replaced the  lid. I looked looked again at the legs with some relief I 
hadn't managed to take  me off whilst I was under the  piano. I also opened the lid and 
propped it up, something I had never been allowed to do before. When touching or 
being near the piano Brenda and I definitely had the feeling it had an aura and proudness 
about it. I've got to say it looked so much happier when we left it.

As I write this tomorrow 23 September 2013 I will be  going to Shirley's  the flat to let the 
removal company in so it can start its journey to the USA and start its next phase  in life 
and new adventures.
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Chapter Two. Prologue.

This story is a true  one. It will reveal how my piano playing and teaching has totally 
dominated my life. It has been my work and my passion. I have given everything up to 
fulfil my music. And where my music is, there lies my heart and my soul. I wish to write  a 
series of articles from childhood to present day which will hopefully inspire  young people 
to follow their dreams, whatever they may be.

I have  always loved music. I share  this  in common with the  world that we  all love music. I 
am fortunate  that I can play and teach in any style  on the  piano. Therefore I have taught 
and played to every faith and nationality and background possible. As  far as my pupils are 
concerned (children and adults alike) I try to give  them music that they enjoy. Let's go 
back to my childhood to see how I have been influenced by the  musicians surrounding 
me.

My first piano teacher was quite brilliant. He gave me a wonderful piano technique. At 
Christmas time  he gave me a book of carols to  play, which I loved. I remember saying to 
him that I've  learnt certain pieces myself. I remember him saying that if I carry on like this, 
I will end up on the  concert platform, as a soloist concert pianist. He  gave me a wonderful 
start to my musical life. 

My brother Jonathan had the same piano teacher. My other brother Richard also had a 
stint at playing the piano. Jonathan ended up being a harpsichordist, Ric ended up being 
a musical sound and lighting technician and I ended up being a piano and music teacher 
and accompanist. So my two brothers and I all went into some  form of music. We  all 
shared the first same teacher who set us up in life.

I am disabled and lost my parents very young in life. But the one thing that has seen me 
through my life has been my piano playing and teaching. I have met my best teachers 
and friends through my music work. In spite of my disabilities, I have always worked in 
music. And I have refused to give  up on my music work. My main reason for putting pen 
to paper is to teach young people not to give  up and to carry on following their dreams, 
regardless. It is very important to follow one's destiny even if the whole world thinks you 
are completely mad. Then your hard work will pay off and life will work out for the best. 
You reap what you sow.

There is a unique diamond in everyone. It is my responsibility to bring this diamond out in 
both the young and old, through my music and the  arts. There  is always hope. And I have 
composed a piano piece called 'Hope.' It is in my educational CD called 'Crotchets in 
Love.'
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Music is  like life. There is  a  beginning, a middle and an end. And architecture is the 
'Mother of the Arts.' If life and music has a happy ending then that is  a  life  well lived. My 
headmistress said that one  is  only educated if one knows about music. And I agree with 
this. I try to impart my love  and knowledge  of music to my pupils. Every single piece of 
music has its  own essence, expression and character just like every individual pupil has his 
or her own essence, expression and character, which I like to bring out, both in the music 
and pupil. It's finding music to suit the pupil. There are  many forms of music and the  arts. 
Some take  to the  piano, some take  to different instruments, some take  to singing, some 
take to dancing, etc. It means polishing and refining each individual diamond in each 
individual pupil and bringing out each individual's strengths. 

I am a qualified accompanist (LGSM). I have accompanied all instruments, singing and 
dancing. I was trained to know the  soloist's part as well as the soloist does, and to pour 
out every human emotion that the music conveys. This  applies to the soloist/pupil; to 
know and to coach them as  well as knowing and coaching the music. We  are what we 
play. Our individual character comes out in the music. Our individual diamond comes out 
in the music.

Music crosses all divides from the very poor to the very rich. I have taught from the  very 
poor to the very rich. And the very rich cannot buy musicality. But the  very poor and those 
with Special Needs can be very musical. There is musical 'Hope' for those who can only 
express themselves through music and the arts, regardless  of money. And I have  always 
helped the  genuine poor, gracefully, without asking for any return. I have freely given to 
those  in real need, and who have had nothing. And have set them up in life. I have also 
saved other people's and children's lives by giving them 'Hope.' Regardless of age, race, 
background, family or religion. I have never judged those  in genuine  need, who have had 
no-one  or nothing.  I have  composed a piano piece  called 'Hope' for the whole  world, 
meaning just that! I guess that this is my personal way of life. All this I learnt from my 
mother and mother's mother. They were also very great encouragers. 

I often use the song ‘Doh re mi’ from The Sound of Music. My mother took me to see the 
film as a child. (In fact she took me  to the cinema a lot).  It is a wonderful piece and the 
words open with 'Let's start at the very beginning.' And that's what I intend to do........

My earliest recollections of music in the home were  of my brother, Jonathan, playing the 
piano. His party piece was Mendelssohn’s Wedding March. (And in my later life, I became 
an expert with my playing on the piano Mendelssohn’s ‘Songs Without Words’, which 
Jonathan had introduced me to, and had even bought these music books for me). He 
sometimes played at the ballet and drama school that my mother took me to every week 
as a little girl. I remember dancing to Grieg's ‘Peer Gynt Suite’, and especially ‘Anita's 
Dance’. The  best dancer in our ballet class was Jill Foley. Rather than copy the  teacher we 
all copied Jill Foley! She could fly around the  room, like  a star, most gracefully and 
elegantly and create her own dances to her favourite pieces. Jill was as light footed as a 
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feather and was a very beautiful dancer to watch. Jill was to become  my most faithful 
family friend and dancer and teacher alongside Sharon Angell. I have  also taught these 
favourite pieces to  my pupils. I used to practise dancing to music around my home right 
up to my teenage  years. When it came to taking my Primary Ballet exam, the following 
happened: I was dancing the polka with my partner when I suddenly got the  giggles! 
Then my partner giggled, then the pianist giggled then the  examiner giggled! Somehow 
we  managed to all get through the polka, giggling! Afterwards the  examiner said to me 
'Your smile  will take you very far in life!' And she was right - it has -  I have  always smiled 
and giggled my way through life in both the highs and lows of all my adventures! As it 
states in the  Bible 'laughter is the  best medicine' and I totally agree  with this statement. 
Laughter has been the  best medicine for me. Little did I realise then that I would become 
a reputable  song and dance pianist and teacher during my adult career, which I always 
loved and laughed fondly about as there have been some very funny times in my life.

My family were  always having parties. My cousin, Naomi Cadesky, and I were always 
together. One  day, at a party we danced together to the  music of ‘Hansel and Gretel’. We 
even dressed up for the occasion. And yes, we  giggled too! Little did we know that I 
would play and teach this piece professionally one day.

Even when Naomi moved to Canada, we made  a pact that we would always be in touch. 
And we have never broken that pact and have always remained in touch with each other.

I had the  same drama teacher as for ballet. I did quite well in music, ballet and drama 
exams and festivals and for public performances. The  drama lessons that I had as a child 
taught me coherence  and meditation and to think things through. The  teacher also taught 
me to observe others in case  we ever needed to remember and describe them. And she 
also taught me to have a very clear speaking voice. I still got the giggles, though!

In ballet, I learnt good posture  and interpretation to music. Our regular pianist played 
some wonderful music for dance. And I took this all in because I was being shaped for the 
future. And all this knowledge I have imparted to my pupils.

I have previously mentioned that my first piano teacher was wonderful. He  also gave me a 
clean technique on the piano and a love of music.

My ballet,  drama and piano and violin lessons all occurred during my early years and set 
the  path to my professional career. I also played in orchestras and sang in choirs and 
attended Youth Theatre.  All this took place within the London Borough of Hillingdon. 
With my many different teachers I learnt the art of interpretation, which I impart to my 
pupils in all of my musical and artistic work.

My brothers, who were much older than me, were also involved in music and the arts. 
And so I was brought up with this background. In fact there is musicality on both sides of 
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the  family. So I was born into a musical arts environment from day one. We were  not a 
very rich family in monetary terms but we were very rich indeed in artistic terms. And we 
inherited a Steinway grand piano -  from my grandfather, Victor Hollaender - the  finest 
instrument in the world! Please refer to the Steinway article.

On my mother's side were  the Hollaender family who were German Jews. On my father's 
side were  the Salzedo family who were  Spanish Jews. So we were a mix of cultures and 
history. The Hollaenders were  German Cabaret composers  and the Salzedos were 
composers of a mixture of Dance and other music in all styles. In fact the  Hollaenders 
could also play a vast range of music. And I, also, can play and teach in any musical style  -
something that I richly inherited from my family background. 

So I was introduced to the  world of music and the arts by my family from the  very start of 
my life. And this was my inheritance, rich in Jewish culture and the  Arts. We were indeed 
brought up in a very European way.

One can make a heaven/home anywhere. Where my music is, there lies my God.
My mother was born Ellen Karin Hollaender. She  was a German Jew and her birthplace 
was Hamburg. My father was born Bertram Isaac Salzedo. He  came from a Spanish Jewish 
background, but was a British citizen. They could both speak fluent French and my 
mother also spoke  Yiddish, German and English. And I can converse in French. Ellen 
Karin's parents were Polish and my grandparents also could converse  in many languages. 
They were  a family of dentists, doctors, lawyers  and composers/musicians. The 
Hollaenders were  put into exile from Germany as they were German cabaret composers 
and fought against Hitler by satirising him. My father also fought the good fight. My other 
grandmother, on my father's  side, was Emma Bosworth. She  was typically English and 
converted to Judaism when marrying my grandfather, who was always called Uncle  Pop. 
He  never had any money and was always fleeing from the debt collectors. They went from 
home to home, thus  bringing out the  Spanish Gypsy in them. Perhaps that's why I'm a 
travelling musician and teacher, because of the Spanish, dark haired and dark eyed Gypsy 
in me! I'm a musical wanderer really, with my many peripatetic jobs. I seem to have 
obtained this characteristic from both the Hollaenders and Salzedos who were  also 
wanderers. And I have  always loved folk music. In fact, my musical compositions all have 
world/folk elements in them, based on European family roots.

My Polish grandfather, Victor Hollaender, also seemed to love Spanish dance  music. I 
have  in my possession a book of Spanish Tangos which Victor had compiled. He also 
collected other dance styles and put these into albums. Also on my father's side was  a 
cousin called Leonard Salzedo who became Musical Director for Ballet Rambert (and I 
worked as a pianist for Ballet Rambert School) and wrote  the theme tune to the BBC's 
Open University programmes. Leonard had his own publishing company called Lopez 
Editions and he studied and performed Spanish music. He also, amongst other things, 
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composed a famous ballet called ‘The Witch Boy’. My favourite piece in this ballet is  ‘The 
Square Dance’, again, based on folk roots.

The  Hollaenders wrote German cabaret music, which was their own folk art form. My 
Uncle, Friedrich Hollaender, wrote  'Falling in Love Again' from the film ‘The  Blue  Angel’, 
starring Marlene  Dietrich. He  wrote over 120 Hollywood film scores and many other songs 
on top of this. The Hollaenders and my father all fought against the German Government 
by using Cabaret music as a political tool. They won their case  and won the war, thus 
saving the  world. I have in my possession the Hollaenders' Steinway, which also travelled 
from Germany to England during the war, and their music. Victor Hollaender, the father of 
Friedrich and Heinrich Hollaender, and Ellen Karin and her sister Vera, played by ear on 
the  piano and violin. He apparently played by heart for hours on end, and could play any 
piece  of music by heart. Victor had leather bound German cabaret songs, the  books of 
which I still have. So dance folk/cabaret music is in the  blood. To me, there  is nothing 
quite  like a song and dance. And this  is what I specialise in. Again, this  is  inherited from 
the musical roots of both sides of my family. And all my work originates from the piano.

Both the Hollaenders and the Salzedos are listed in Grove’s Music Dictionary.

My mother and Grandmother also played the piano. After leaving Germany she lived at 
20 Montrose Court, Golders Green, England. The Steinway was also housed here. Her 
parents sent Ellen Karin to a Convent School in Hampstead, where  she also had piano 
lessons. Then she went to a Ladies’  Finishing School in Switzerland. She learnt how to 
become an educated lady. She  could bake  and turn serviettes into swans and make 
sweetie  baskets out of serviettes. She  knew how to lay a silver service dinner table. At 
Christmas time  my mother used to hand-make our Christmas trees from cardboard, tinsel 
and Quality Street sweets. And our Christmas presents always adorned the Steinway 
which became the  Christmas focal point. And every Christmas Day my grandmother, 
Martha Hollaender, always joined us for lunch. This was always a very special family day. 
My mother was an expert knitter (she  could do Fair Isle  knitting) and could crotchet 
superbly. My childhood friends were  all poor so she would bake  cakes, especially German 
marble  cakes and fruit cakes, buy sweets and cook meals for them. She  also gave them 
fresh produce from our gardens. And I have always done the same for my friends and the 
poor folk. My maternal grandmother, my mother and I have always practised hospitality.

Then, during her return to  England, Ellen Karin Hollaender met my father at a dance, who 
was at the  time  a poor office  boy. But she insisted on marrying the  man she  loved. And 
she  did! And they always danced together throughout their lives - especially ballroom 
dancing. And I loved to watch my parents lovingly dance together. My father had married 
a highly educated aristocrat! My mum married for love, not money. And I in turn will marry 
for love, not money.
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Chapter Three:  Schools within the London Borough of Hillingdon.

I remember sitting in School Assembly listening to my Headmistress play the guitar whilst 
singing. And she  taught us many songs including 'Skip, Skip, Skip to my Lou.' I loved 
these times. I had started to learn the  piano. This  Headmistress encouraged me  to play 
the  piano in her Assemblies. My School friends thought I was very good, while  I showed 
off and was a bit boastful of my piano playing. I guess  I just liked to play, even then! At 
the  same time, I went to ballet and drama lessons. I was also a book worm and loved to 
read, especially Greek mythology, Rudyard Kipling legends, fairy tales, fables, animal 
stories and The Bible. 

My father brought me  up on stories of his own invention, such as Jeremy Stories based on 
my brother Ric's life  and my Dad's made up ghost stories. And my Dad educated me on 
detective and science fiction films. And he loved Star Trek, Doctor Who and Star Wars, 
Orson Wells, Asimov  and Edgar Wallace, etc. and we  watched them all without fail and 
with great faith that other life  forces on other planets really do exist. Therefore, later on I 
played these musical themes, like  Star Trek, Doctor Who, Star Wars  and Harry Potter to 
my pupils on the  piano with very fond memories of my father's theories of other life  forces 
living on other planets, in the vast universe.

I also read 'My Naughty Little Sister' and 'The Mad/Nutty Professor' - both books
of which I think reflected me, myself, entirely, really!

And my favourite story is Emily Bronte's book, 'Wuthering Heights,' as this reveals love 
between the  classes against all the elements in a very passionate way. And Emily Bronte 
remained a very powerful single  woman throughout her life. And 'Wuthering Heights' and 
'The  Merchant of Venice' and 'Anne Frank's Diary' were taught to me  for my O-Level 
English by Tim Hood. He was my favourite  and best English teacher from my 
comprehensive  days. Tim Hood was also very funny and theatrical and taught me  how to 
read and debate  political matters. And he joined forces with Sheila Bray, the  Head of 
drama who put Ric (who went to the same comprehensive  school) and me  onto dramatic 
success by giving us the  most important parts and roles. And my father, as a Socialist, 
brought in comprehensive schools in the first place. Not such a bad thing, eh?

Jonathan went to Grammar School and Oxford. But later, he also did his own thing, his 
own way: by playing maths and music in the way that only Jonathan wanted to play maths 
and music. And one day I know that Jonathan will also be  very famous in his own way with 
his  maths and music. As Jonathan is also a very great genius, in his  own way. As  the song 
goes 'I did it my way.'
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Ric can turn his  hand to making anything. His  brilliance  also lies in sound, lighting, and 
engineering and woodwork. He is also a very great genius.

And Ric and Jonathan used to build boats and harpsichords in our garden workshop, 
which they also built, together with building an intercom system that ran throughout our 
350 ft long garden. We would ride  their boats in various lakes with Naomi Cadesky, my 
first cousin, and Tessa, my dog. And one of their harpsichords ended up with David, my 
PGCE Mentor, at a famous Prep School within the  London Borough of Hillingdon, on 
which I played for David's  singing productions, like  'Solomon Pavey,' and for which he 
directed and I accompanied! And I have  always played and loved 'A Song for Guy.' And 
Naomi Cadesky's compassion and beauty will be  immortalised forever, and through her 
children. One day they will be as great as William the Conqueror.

And I was always listening to Radio 2, 3 and 4. This knowledge  came in very useful when 
teaching musical stories to young children from the  piano. My brother, Ric, was always 
playing 'Peter and the  Wolf,' which I now teach to school children, though now a rather 
limited and changeable version.

My mother taught me how to read and play the  piano before  I went to infant school. In 
fact we were home schooled. Ellen Karin was a nursery teacher (Frobel trained) and 
taught children and me and my brothers in our home in the London Borough of 
Hillingdon. My father built a Wendy House for us all to play in. We used puppets  in our 
hand-built, wooden crafted Wendy House. And we played in our garden sand pit. My 
father had created some beautiful gardens in our various homes, with every plant, fruit 
and vegetable and tree in them that one could imagine, which we  all loved to play in.  
And my father taught me  how to sow from seed and plant and grow mustard and cress. I 
also grew sensitive plants  which I loved.  My father grew Sweet Peas grown on a trellis 
especially for me and Lily of the Valley plants for our garden pond, and these remain 
some of my favourite plants, due to their beautiful scents and delicate colours. I used to 
help my father pick the garden produce and I also helped him to put up various 
greenhouses and even my own treehouse (also with my brothers) to which I would escape 
and play inside with my friends, neighbours  and Naomi. Whenever my dad and I shelled 
the  fresh peas, I would hand some to my father saying 'Look, there's a maggot!' My mum 
cooked the produce, made lots of home-made jams and chutneys and attended to our 
flower gardens. We  always had fresh flowers in our homes and were  always entertaining.  
My mum wanted my father to become a market gardener as he  knew everything about 
gardening. And we ate  very healthily with our fresh garden produce. Every day during the 
summer we all picked and ate a fresh bowl of garden strawberries for breakfast. And there 
was always plenty to spare for family and friends.  Dad always made beautiful gardens. 
But he  refused to become a market gardener as he  wanted to provide for his children. So 
he  spent a lifetime working for British Airways as a Management Accountant (He  gained a 
B Com 2-1 Degree from London University and was a very great gardener, mathematician, 
politician, historian and scientist). Sometimes, even now, I look up at the sky and 
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whenever I see  a plane, I say to myself 'My father is flying his  planes in the sky!' We 
travelled the  world freely because of my father's career with British Airways. And I used to 
be my father's and British Airways’ secretary/typist whilst also  working in music. I learnt a 
lot about planes and the Air Tariff. In fact, my father helped to pioneer Concorde.

As we travelled the world, I remember two life-long friends very distinctly. The  first friend 
was called Cathy. We met one day in Yugoslavia during the  early 1970s. And I remember 
every evening dancing to a live band on the patio overlooking the sea and beach. I will 
never forget dancing to the song 'When a Child is Born,' sung in Yugoslavian. Later we 
performed this song with my choir at a primary school, from the London Borough of 
Hillingdon. And on my travels abroad I heard live  international folk music sung in national 
languages. And I loved to listen to these types of folk songs and dances. And my piano/
music teachers, Howard Arman and Dianne Roberts, introduced me  to the music and life 
of Bartok. He collected folk music, with Kodaly, which Bartok incorporated in his 
compositions. And I wrote a thesis on Bartok for my A Level Music, which was taught 
solely by Howard Arman and Dianne  Roberts. And I used Bartok's  music when teaching 
technique  to my piano pupils, children and adults alike. In fact when I studied for my 
music degree  at Dartington College  of Arts, we were taught about world music by Frank 
Denyer, the music of which I had heard live all those  years ago with my parents. And at 
Dartington, I wrote  another thesis on Bartok based on his use  of the  mathematical golden 
section property. I gained a 2-1 for this  thesis  and was indeed very proud of this fact. And 
throughout my professional career as a Dance pianist I played on the  piano National 
Dance  and Character music from around the world, right through to Associate Level and 
above. And I became  very experienced and knowledgeable  in this  field. And I also taught 
music from around the world to my own pupils. I know how world/folk music should 
sound and I know how to play and teach it expertly. 

Another holiday friend was called Philomena. And we met in Portugal during the  1970's. 
Philomena and I used to listen and dance  to live  Portuguese music, sunbathe  and swim 
together, sometimes at the peril of colliding with other boats!  We conversed in French 
every day for a fortnight and my French speaking greatly improved! I was very protective 
of Philomena as she was incredibly beautiful, and I always looked after her, which her 
parents were always very grateful for, and they trusted me. One day she  promised me  that 
I would be  her children's piano teacher, and these  words eventually came true! Also, 
during my holidays abroad, I played with a lot of German friends which my mum 
encouraged. And I realized that she  had forgiven the  Nazis but she often said that 
England had given her a home and that she was settled happily with my father. In fact a 
British Airways friend of my father met us on Holiday in Gibraltar. They had adopted two 
Philippino children, who were  brother and sister. Kerry was a very longstanding friend 
from infant school. She was also very beautiful and later became  a very famous actress 
and musician. And yes, I also taught her children. But in Gibraltar, Kerry had a natural way 
of bringing people together. We were  always swimming in the sea and pool. And every 
evening, she got everyone dancing to a live  Gibraltese  band. And I met lifelong friends. 
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In Gibraltar,  they promised always to help me with my chosen career, and they did -  they 
never left my side. As the song by Elton John goes, I was in a 'Circle  of Life,' from around 
the  world. I had vowed, in Gibraltar, to become a teacher and to give  everything up for 
this  career. My friends assured me  that by revoking fame and fortune that this was the 
better way even though it was the hardest way. 'I will help you' my Chinese friend said.  
And all of my friends, (who were mainly British Airways friends) in Gibraltar, vowed to help 
me. And Kerry's brother said 'then teach my children' and I promised him that I would. I 
was building a 'Castle in the Sky.' And my mum knew all of this.

 So I started my Education and the Arts with my parents, some family, friends and various 
teachers.

By the time  I went to Infant School I could read and write, play the  piano, dance and act. I 
was very naughty on my first day of school. We were  all sitting in the hall. The teacher 
asked us if we wanted to  do this, that and the other. I stood up and said in a very loud 
voice  'No, I don't want to do anything. I just want to be with my mother!' And everything 
she  said, I contradicted. Then I set off all the  school children and they all joined in with 
me! The  teacher reported me  to my mother and accused me of being the ring leader. 
After having told me  off, my mother said, 'wherever you are, I will be, and I will know 
everything about you!'

And yes, she spoke the truth as I was always with my mother until the day she  died. But I 
met some  very nice school friends who I remember very fondly, and many of them were 
British Airways friends, who travelled the world with me. My father spent a lifetime 
working for British Airways within the  London Borough of Hillingdon. And he had a lot of 
contact with Japan Airlines, so much so that my parents visited Japan whilst I stayed with 
the  Evans family who were politicians (MP) and good family friends.  And my parents 
brought me back a colourful red Japanese Kimono which I loved. Whilst at Dartington, I 
watched with my friends and Gordon Jones a Japanese Opera Company and various 
Japanese concerts. And I once ate  a Japanese breakfast in London! Also there  used to be 
a Japanese piano piece  in the Guildhall piano exam board about a Japanese bird in a 
cage. This was a very delicate piece. And I taught this  dainty piece to Amy with great 
sensitivity for this Artistic Nation, just like a delicate  Japanese  oil painting, and she gained 
very high marks for this musical rendition in her piano exam. Yet the  London Borough of 
Hillingdon is  where my friends and music teachers and some family also were based, from 
my birth to present day. And now I still work for the  London Borough of Hillingdon, with 
the  same  friends and teachers, and now former pupils! And my parents' homes were  also 
within the London Borough of Hillingdon. Somehow, I have always returned to my roots.

The  other great influences in my life  were both of my Grandmothers. I was always  with 
them, and my Cousin, Naomi Cadesky. They all encouraged my music. And I had some 
very great teachers, who also encouraged my music. And by learning on the family 
Steinway, that made a magical sound, I also learnt a magical piano touch which was very 
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apparent when I played on any piano. And I taught my magical touch to my piano pupils, 
and the art of interpreting any piece of music - which stemmed from my childhood, and 
which I taught to all of my pupils. Not only did my art of interpretation come  from my 
Music but also from the Arts, from a very early age.

I was always listening to music and frequenting the Theatre, Concerts, Dance  and Cinema 
with family and friends. I became  steeped in knowledge  from a very early age. I also 
watched all the  old films on TV and this is how I became firmly grounded, and able to 
give an all-round education to my pupils. I also visited all the art galleries and museums 
with my mum. And my mum, my step mother and both of my grandparents were  always 
treating me to meals out. And I got to know my own country, seaside, London and 
abroad. Therefore  I have devised musical stories  for the very young, with other teachers, 
like  Stephanie Bell, such as 'Going to the  seaside, Going to London, Summer Holiday, 
Going to the  park, Having a picnic, Mary Poppins, Going to the  circus/zoo' etc, and I 
teach and play these  musical stories from the piano, together with fairy stories and topical 
themes and music in all styles. Anything and everything. There  is nothing like  a song and 
dance.

One  afternoon, as an early child, I watched on TV a film about the  life  of Helen Keller. She 
was blind, deaf and dumb. Her parents hired governess after governess to teach her. But 
Helen Keller flew into rages and fired them all. However one governess refused to give  up 
on her and taught her. And then Helen wrote some very interesting articles. And I then 
told my mother that I wanted to be  like Helen Keller’s teacher,  to turn children around. I 
have  done just that. I have made a difference  in the life  of a child whether rich or poor, 
gifted or special needs. And when I'm playing the piano, I'm talking to my God, whatever 
the  piece may be. And that's when I'm closest to my God. Music is  also my therapy and 
greatest healer. Music reaches where  medicine can't reach. Music brings people  out of 
comas. Music and my God have  been my greatest counsellor and doctor and therapy. As 
my psychiatrist once  stated to me 'your music and your God has healed you.'  And it 
started with my mother's nursery school.

My mother had a nursery school within her home, as previously mentioned.
As children, we were taught by her. She had a special gift with children and they 
all loved her. Later, Ellen Karin ran a nursery school for Social Services. And her friends all 
worked for her. These children were very poor and from many backgrounds. Thus, my 
mum taught me  to help the poor regardless  of race  or religion. Through my mum I learnt 
to freely give. She  asked me, one  day, if I minded her working. I told my mum that I was 
very proud of her and that I wanted mum to work. And when I started teaching, mainly 
both parents worked. And by doing so, this teaches children to work, as both parents 
become working role models. My mum mainly taught very poor children, and she 
counselled their mothers. She  spent hours on the phone, freely helping them. Some of 
these children were  immigrants from other countries. She brought many children their 
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freedom. My father was a socialist,  and high up in Local Government. And my political 
viewpoints stem from my father's and the Hollaenders' politics.

Like  me, my father also gave  poor children their freedom, from other countries. Years 
later, I applied my parents' teachings to my own teachings. I have counselled many a child 
and their parents. I have  modelled my teachings on that of my own parents and various 
teachers in my life.

My mother also loved animals. We  always had dogs and cats. My mother thought that by 
giving a child animals, and by looking after them, it gives a child responsibility. Ellen Karin 
would bring my dog, Tessa, to her nursery school within the London Borough of 
Hillingdon. She would play the piano at her school. Tessa would sit in the  middle of a 
circle of children and they would dance  and sing around her. Then, when finished, the 
children would rush to pat the  dog. Tessa loved this, and was so good and gentle  with the 
children. She  was a black Scottie dog with a saintly nature  towards children. My mother 
and I loved this dog and children. We  also had cats. And I saw Tessa and my cat, Lucky, 
give birth. Tessa ended up being a marvellous mother to both puppies and kittens alike! 
And Tessa lay at my feet whilst Lucky sat on the window sill by my piano whenever I 
played the  Steinway in our homes. They also listened to my piano playing! And I spent 
endless hours  playing with Tessa and Lucky in our homes and gardens and parks/fields, 
with my mother. And both animals  acted as a source of comfort when my mother died. 
Without my animals I would have  cried alone. And Tessa and Lucky were never quite  the 
same when my mother died. They too were grieving her loss.

And later on in my life, my cat,  Cocoa, also listened to my music. And my piano pupils, 
when they had lessons on my Steinway in my home in Northolt, loved playing with Cocoa. 
She was another rescue  cat who also loved music and children. And she was very good 
with all of my pupils, children and adults alike. And everyone loved Cocoa.

And I have always looked after and walked other people's animals. And I loved being an 
adoptive animal Aunt!

Years later, when teaching nursery music to children myself, at a school within the London 
Borough of Hillingdon, I realised that I have  walked in my mother's footsteps. She taught 
me compassion on others and animals. And through my own disabilities, I have  been able 
to help and understand children with disabilities, with my music, rich and poor alike. 

With God, all things are possible, if you believe in a child then they will achieve.

During my early childhood, as a family, we  holidayed every year at the  same Hotel in 
Tenby, Wales. The  owner was a wonderful children's  entertainer, and I learnt a lot from 
him. He had a natural way with children. Every evening, after a day on the  golden sandy 
beach, he himself entertained children. We played lots of games with him and sang lots 
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of songs, and danced together with other children in pairs, all of which I remember. He 
was one of the few people  in my life who never told me off! One day, the  owner asked my 
father and me to meet him in his private office, as he wanted to hear me play the piano. I 
was very nervous. But realising how good a friend he was to me, I played to the owner 
and my father. He didn't think I was a concert pianist but implied that I would one day 
become a teacher. And he  was right. Over the  years, we became the best of friends, and 
saw each other out of many a scrape  in life. Though unseen, I knew that the owner was 
always around, and that he  was a very powerful,  protective force in my life, who never 
forgot his true and loyal friends, especially if they saved his life. And in return, the  owner 
gave me lessons on life. And he  taught me life skills. He  was a very brave, and a very 
musical man. In my book that constitutes a hero. There is nothing like a song and dance.

And I always went rock climbing with my father and flew kites with my father on all of our 
holidays. And there  used to be  a 'Kite Dance' in the  RAD Ballet Children's Grades which I 
used to accompany the  young dancers for on the piano for classes and exams. And this 
dance reminded me so much of my kite flying days with my father. And brought back 
some very happy memories of times spent on holiday with my father. And, just like  the 
dancer in the 'Kite Dance,' I too always let go of all our kites, to the  dismay and 
exasperation of my father who was always buying new kites. And this Dance brought back 
many a smile  to my face  as my father was always running along the beach in a desperate 
attempt to catch these escaped kites, which he  never caught! And he always said 'Don't 
let go of this kite, this time, Shirley!' But I always did! And I always played the Children's 
RAD 'Kite Dance,' on the piano, in loving memory of my kite  flying days  spent together 
with my father! With a tender smile on my face! Together with a mischievous grin!

My Grandmother, Martha Hollaender, sometimes joined us during our holidays in Wales. 
She was an expert Bridge  player/teacher and taught me how to play cards by reading 
people and predicting what cards they had in their hand. My parents were also Bridge 
players and we  always played cards on our holidays, which the  owner encouraged. My 
parents also held Bridge  Parties in our homes and were  always entertaining. And some  of 
my mother's Bridge playing friends worked for my mother at her nursery schools.

Something else  that was greatly encouraged during the summer holidays was my 
swimming. My mother and I would swim together every day, either at the  local British 
Airways pool or in the sea, which Kerry and her family also frequented. When we were 
swimming together we also got the giggles! In fact whenever my mum and I were 
together, for example at the  theatre  or cinema or concerts or even around the  home, we 
always managed to get a fit of the  giggles! We  were  a pair of gigglers. And I remember 
those  happy times with my mum very distinctly.  In fact my school friends nicknamed me 
'Shirgles' as I was always giggling. I met some wonderful, lifelong holiday friends. I 
remember one day in Wales whilst on the  beach by the  sea, thinking that I was becoming 
aware  of myself, and who I would become, by listening to the word of God. One  day, in 
Wales I walked on the beach to the  sweet stall. I didn't have enough money so took a 
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packet of Tunes. Riddled with guilt, I asked my mother what would happen to me  if I took 
something. She said that the Police would come  and I would go to jail. She also told me 
that God sees everything. Later on in my teaching career a piano pupils' parent 
questioned my bill. They were a Chinese family. I replied that I would never cheat on her, 
because  if I did so, then I would also cheat on my God, which I would never do. My 
mother's mother also taught me to keep my business clean and to always lead a clean 
life, by using the analogy of cleaning my teeth every day and keeping them white! My 
Grandmother was very wise!

I used to visit Martha Hollaender a lot. She was my mother's mother. And the three  of us 
were always together. And around my birthday, Martha would treat me  to see a ballet or 
show at Golders Green Hippodrome. And I remember seeing a wonderful production of 
'Coppelia' with my grandmother. The dancers acted the doll scene  with remarkable 
reality. The  portrayal of the  dolls was real and life  like. And I have never ever seen this 
scene portrayed so well as this  production that I saw with Martha. I was in awe  of this 
magical portrayal of the dolls in the best version of 'Coppelia' that I had ever seen. Then 
Martha would treat me  to a meal out. This was my personal time with my grandmother. To 
Martha, dancers were  like  'elastic.' They just 'stretched.' Also Martha, my mum and I 
always walked Tessa, my dog, on Hampstead Heath or on Golders Hill Park. Martha had a 
platonic boyfriend called Mr Wilson. We used to all sit on a park bench on the Heath and 
put the world to rights, followed by meals in the  various cafés in Hampstead. So I really 
got to know about historical Hampstead.

One  day at primary school, our teacher asked us to put up our hands if we have  ever 
called out to God. The whole  class raised their hands. The  teacher replied that if we're 
ever frightened or lonely in life, if we called out to God, then He  would help us. And she 
was right, my God and my music have without fail seen me through in my life, with 
encouragement from others, and also by myself encouraging others to survive  and 
become very great. My mother was also a very great encourager. And like me, she was 
always helping others less fortunate  than ourselves. And we have  always helped the real 
poor, and have saved lives by giving others 'Hope.'

Whenever I play the piano, I feel that I am talking to God, whatever piece of music I'm 
playing. Whenever I teach children, I feel that I'm doing God's work. As a child, I called 
on my God. Whilst in a primary school assembly I remember looking up and singing my 
heart out to God. I guess that I was devoting my life to God and music even then. At 
Primary School, I remember playing solo piano in a concert. The piece was Schumann's 
‘Watchman's Song’. I got the last note wrong and burst into tears. In fact I was so 
inconsolable  that the Head Teacher had to carry me to my parents' car! So from an early 
age  I knew exactly what my pupils would suffer with their nerves when performing in 
public. Especially when teaching this very same piece  to a Grade  4 piano pupil who was 
Asian. Luckily, he  passed his exam and got the last note right! And I think that pupils 
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should overtake  their teachers in this way as this is how the next generation progresses! 
And this point was proven with Schumann's ‘Watchman's Song’! 

Also at primary school, I started learning the  violin, as well as the piano. I also auditioned 
for entry to the  Hillingdon School of Music, which took place  on Saturdays. The Musical 
Director accepted me. He pioneered so many things, composed wonderful music and 
became my very dear mentor. The Musical Director was strict and firm with me, but 
helped me  to launch my musical career, which shaped and gave  me  my life. I would play 
the  piano, sing in the choir and play in orchestra and recorder group. He gave up 
eventually telling me off for giggling!

Once, the  Hillingdon Music School was rehearsing for a public concert. I decided to go 
out and buy some sweets. It meant that I missed rehearsing our recorder piece. So at the 
actual concert the  recorder players all played the wrong pieces. Our conductor looked so 
shocked and said in a loud voice  "what are you all playing different pieces for!" Then I 
got the giggles in the middle  of this  musical chaos. Afterwards I was blamed for buying 
sweets and not sorting out the music!

Then, around the  same  time, whilst at comprehensive  school, I conjured up yet another 
sweet scheme. If one was caught leaving the school premises, one  could be expelled. So 
I explained to my school friends that, yes, I could buy sweets  at lunch time  for everyone, 
before music clubs, but because  I could be expelled as  I was leaving the school premises, 
that this was an extremely dangerous thing to do, so I would charge everyone interest. 
And not only that, but my friends also had to buy me some  sweets on top of being 
charged for sweetie  interest! My friends all agreed to this deal. So every lunch time, I 
collected my money and walked to the local sweet shop. On occasions, I had an alibi. 
Well,  one day, my alibi, who was seen outside the staff room window, was seen and 
expelled on the spot. Though I got away with murder because, like my Headmistress, I 
too played the  piano. And when I smiled, apparently everyone melted. My alibi never 
really forgave  me for this. Because she  left and I stayed! I've forgotten her name also! But 
my mum did know this and she  thought that I was showing a business like streak. Luckily, 
she  found my idea amusing! No wonder that I ran my own music business later on in life. 
But later, my piano pupils, who were my friends' children, had also to buy me sweets. And 
I always had sweets in stock!

Another time, whilst still at comprehensive  school, The Hillingdon Music School played at 
a summer school. Again, I persuaded my mum to take  me  to the  sweet shop. This meant 
that I was late  for the orchestra rehearsal. The Musical Director had to wait for me to be 
seated and ready to play before starting the orchestra. And no, he was not impressed!

But we learnt his favourite pieces like  Sibelius, Schubert's  Unfinished Symphony and the 
1812 Overture. 
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The  Musical Director's son also came to this school. He used to call me rubbish. One  day I 
said to him "I probably am rubbish compared to you, but I'm not giving up the  piano." 
We laughed together and ended up supporting each other in our musical careers!

The  Musical Director's wife took the choir, and I learnt so much from her. She  taught me 
about natural leadership and performance  within a group. In fact I felt very fortunate 
about being taught so well at this school. And I applied many of her teachings when I ran 
a school choir as an adult,  (at a primary school within the  London Borough of Hillingdon) 
together with acquired knowledge from other choir teachers as well.

The  Musical Director and his son were also very talented pianists, and I would listen to 
them play with great awe. In fact his son could play and improvise  on the piano in any 
style. And his  father played Chopin like  a virtuoso genius. Later in life, the son became a 
very famous musician and composer, which came as  no surprise to me. And we kept tabs 
on each other and always helped each other.

One  year, the whole  Music School went to Wales. As well as performing music, we also 
climbed Mount Snowdon. We  also performed music locally, including opening the  Beck 
Theatre in Hayes and at Uxbridge Pavilion. And later on, my choir at Cherry Lane Primary 
School also performed at Uxbridge Pavilion, and at other such venues.

There were  two very brilliant children in my infant and primary class (together with my 
fond childhood friend Guy Warner) and at the  Hillingdon Music School. One day, as they 
were about to leave to go to a top private  school (they had both won scholarships) I 
asked them never to leave  me (and Guy Warner). They promised that wherever I went 
they would be there also. And I ended up being their children's  piano teacher. They never 
left my side. Apparently,  to them, I had a winning smile! And my musicality also won the 
day.

In fact, my childhood friends all promised me that I would teach their own children one 
day. And this prophecy came true. I did become my friends' piano teacher.

Whilst this was all going on, my mother took me  to swimming and diving lessons. Years 
later my piano pupils all took swimming and diving lessons, something which I 
encouraged them to keep up. And I used to play on the  piano during my professional 
musical career 'The Little  Mermaid, Pocahontas, Peter Pan, Sailors’  Hornpipes, Grease, 
Gershwin's Summertime, Moon River, Strauss's Blue  Danube Waltzes, Showboat, Handel's 
Water Music, Pirates of Penzance etc. to inspire my pupils about the beauty of the sea, 
sun, sand and summer - including Mia Thomas, who had her own beauty and needed 
gentle  nurturing about the beauty of water. In fact, every summer (like  my pupils) I was 
always in water, often with my mum, again with the British Airways’  pools within The 
London Borough of Hillingdon, Wales and also abroad. I met many wonderful holiday 
friends and remember them all very fondly. We  also shared meals and our lives together. 
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Years later, I taught their children the piano, and my friends kept sharing meals and our 
lives together, even as adults. I even attended their celebrations as the  local piano 
teacher! I have taught every nationality and faith possible, and have sat around their 
supper tables, and played at their multi-religious ceremonies and parties/weddings, etc. 
My music has had far reaching consequences on these occasions. Again within the 
London Borough of Hillingdon.

Whilst this was happening, I lost the  use  of my legs and was diagnosed with infantile 
rheumatism. My mother taught me at home for a year. (As an adult I was diagnosed with 
MS/Myelitis  and was unable  to  walk). I loved being taught by my mother. I played the 
piano and violin for hours on end. I remember my paternal grandmother coming round to 
my home. Emma insisted that I watched certain films like Great Expectations, and The 
King and I. In fact, Emma, my mum and I watched them together, and I learnt from them. 
I also frequented my mother's nursery school and learnt everything from her about how to 
teach.

I guess that I was being shaped to become a teacher from a very early age.

I remember wanting to  go to a comprehensive  secondary school, within the  London 
Borough of Hillingdon. There was an outstanding music and drama department, and I 
wanted to be  taught by these  teachers. So I deliberately failed my 11 Plus in order to go 
there, and I did! I kept going to the Hillingdon Music School and kept up Drama and 
Movement lessons at a local Hillingdon Theatre as well.

Whilst at the  local Theatre which my brother Ric and I attended, I was given lead roles in 
plays. I remember writing a story saying that I had been born into a world of Music and 
the  Arts. And many children, including my brother Ric who attended there, became 
professional theatre and musical stars. I was pleased to be a part of their lives because as 
children we were  all very poor. But with encouragement they became  rich and famous. 
And my teachers all survived many blows, yet went onto greater things. We were an 
artistic family of friends and certain people  were as close to me as my blood brothers. 
And that artistic family of friends all employed me  throughout my life  to teach their 
children.

On my first day of secondary school I got very lost. A girl called Sharon Angell told me 
not to cry and she  led me to my destination -  the 'Music Room.' from day one to present 
day, Sharon and I became lifelong friends and inseparable forever.

Sharon had an angelic and beautiful singing voice  and I would accompany her on the 
piano. We made a musical team. And during our school years we  volunteered our musical 
duo at hospitals, day centres, amateur dramatic societies and nursing homes, as well as at 
churches. Our party piece was the song, 'Jerusalem' as well as the song 'Streets  of 
London.' And we  just clicked as musical partners  and friends. Sharon encouraged my 
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church and musical life. And during my holidays abroad I still visited the local churches 
and played the  piano. I will always remember her singing the Plaintiff role in Gilbert and 
Sullivan’s operetta 'Trial by Jury' at school. Sharon and the male singer sounded like 
professionals. I've  never forgotten either of them. And I fell in love with singers 
throughout my whole life. But I have never ever forgotten the  performance of 'Trial by 
Jury.' As I have  mentioned before, there is nothing quite like  a song and dance. I saved 
myself for this.

The  Head of Music at this comprehensive  school was a brilliant musician. He worked as a 
Musician for the Royal Marines. My Headmistress won The  Tagore gold medal prize  at 
The  Royal Academy of Music. They were best friends with the  Director of Music for 
Hillingdon. Between them, and another young music teacher, called Dianne  Roberts, who 
had just left college, and my Drama Teacher, I lived for music and the arts. Every minute 
of the day was taken up with these teachers and nothing else took greater importance. I 
was always with my teachers. Nothing else  mattered. And they all went on to very great 
things in their careers.

But I was a mischievous person, and realised that my smile  and my music won the  day, 
and triumphed over many a scrape!

One  such scrape  was on April Fools' Day. The Head of Music was being inspected by the 
School Inspector during our class music lesson. In our break time  I helped to instigate  our 
class hiding the  piano in the  music locker room. Then we  all sat at our desks quietly 
waiting for the Head of Music and Inspector to arrive. Then the  lesson began and we  all 
sat there  looking angelic. Suddenly the  Head of Music said 'I will demonstrate  what I have 
taught by playing the piano.' He turned and the  look of shock on his face  was  priceless. 
We should have photographed his  face, really. His jaw had fully dropped! 'Where is  the 
piano?' He exclaimed! Meanwhile the Inspector was sitting behind me. And silence fell. 
'Well, we  will just have to have  a lesson on harmony!' And actually his harmony work was 
much better than his piano playing so this missing piano actually went in his favour! But 
this  was more  boring for us. At the  end of the  lesson the  Inspector left. And, boy, did we 
get a telling off! 'Well, where  have  you all put the piano then?' We had to own up and 
wheel the  piano out. Luckily for us the  Inspector thought that this April Fools' joke was 
very funny and passed the Head of Music with flying colours for his lesson on harmony!

The  Head of Music at this school was a brass band player. I played the  violin in his first 
and second orchestras, and also sang in his choirs. He was brilliant at performing, 
arranging, composing and conducting. Everyone  respected him as a very great teacher, 
whilst our Headmistress accompanied the choir on the piano.

And many teachers joined us to sing in our school choir. The  school was nicknamed as 
'top of the  pops.' The  Head of Music gave the choir topical and popular songs to sing. 
Our music ranged from Handel's Messiah to Haydn's Creation to Oh What a Beautiful 
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Morning from Oklahoma, The King and I, Jesus Christ Superstar and other jazz and 
popular songs. He  gave us enjoyable  music to sing, and I gave my choir enjoyable 
popular songs to sing also as an adult. I learnt this from the Head of Music.

In my first year, the comprehensive  school held a big music competition. The  prize - the 
School Cup with the  winner's  name engraved on it. The adjudicator -  the  Director of 
Music for Hillingdon. The piano - a Steinway concert grand. The piece -  Clementi, Sonata 
in C. The audience - the entire  school. I was very nervous. After playing the first 
movement, The Judge asked me  if I knew the other movements. I replied that I had 
learned the  whole sonata (I was aged 11 years). He  asked me  to play the  entire  sonata, 
which I did. When the  competitors had all performed, the  judge  had this to say: 'I am 
going to give this cup to the youngest player here. Her performance  wasn't note  perfect 
but she had the sheer audacity to play an entire Clementi sonata on request at the  age  of 
11 years. The  winner is Shirley Salzedo.' To my greatest surprise, I had won the  School 
Cup! And my mother was surprised too! Years later, I taught this  sonata to one  of my 
Grade 8 piano pupils. I told her this story and she  was shocked also. I taught and played 
it to  my pupil as if I was still that same 11 year old who had just won the School Cup with 
my name engraved on it.

And, on my visit to Malta with my parents, I also played the piano at a Music Competition 
and won the first prize! Once again, much to my parents' amazement! Also, Howard 
Arman, my piano teacher, entered me for the Ruislip Northwood Festivals. And on many 
occasions I brought home the winner's cup, with my name also engraved on these cups! 

In many ways the  Director of Music for Hillingdon gave  me an opportunity to excel in 
music and he marked and shaped who I was to become. He believed in me  and I 
believed in him. He  gave me my whole life  and being and essence. And he never gave  up 
on me. He was my most loyal,  lifelong teacher, mentor and best friend. I was tied to his 
musical self,  for evermore. The Director of Music for Hillingdon was the  greatest genius in 
my life, and he became my whole world, entity and identity.

Also, in that very same year, the whole  school in their music lessons learnt to sing the 
music of Hiawatha's Wedding Feast for public performance. And in orchestra we learnt 
amongst other things, The  Big Country together with some Bizet pieces. So I was learning 
a vast range of music. Also, I learnt to play on the  piano Mozart's  sonata in B flat major, 
which I performed at a school concert. Howard Arman taught me  this piece. My cookery 
teacher remarked the  following to me: 'Shirley, you are transformed whenever you play 
the  piano. You have  such a light touch on the  piano, but in everything else  you are a 
complete butterfingers!' And my Headmistress said to my mother 'Shirley has something 
very special with her piano playing'. And I think that she  has a career in music.'  I played a 
Steinway grand piano at home and at school. And so developed a magic touch that I 
taught to my piano pupils. My mother knew that I loved this Mozart piece  and so she  took 
me to see a concert pianist play this at the  Royal Festival Hall. And who did I bump into 
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whilst there? The Director of Music for Hillingdon! At our next orchestra rehearsal at music 
school the  Director of Music for Hillingdon made this announcement 'I went to see a 
concert at the  Royal Festival Hall this week. I was very proud to see a music school 
student there. And I encourage  you all to attend concerts just like this school girl.' And 
since then, I have always attended concerts, theatre, cinema, ballet, opera and shows, 
museums and historic places, together with meals out etc. with family and friends, in this 
country as well as abroad.

Later on, as a piano teacher, another of my piano pupils played this  Mozart sonata for his 
Grade 8 exam. He  was my Chinese pupil. I teach exactly as I play, with feeling. When the 
result came through that he had passed his  Grade 8 piano exam, I phoned him 
immediately. He was on holiday in Malaysia. I did not realise the time difference. So the 
whole family was woken up to hear this news, and they ended up ordering room service 
at 3 o'clock in the  morning. So it was a good thing that he  passed! This family were 
Chinese and I taught both of their sons, who were extremely musical. I learnt about their 
festivals and tasted some delicious Chinese  home  cooking over the years. And I enjoyed 
eating their sweet soup and freshly baked moon cake  and being taken to 'A Taste  of 
China' restaurant in Harrow and eating with the Chinese as a Chinese! In fact, my Chinese 
pupils brought me  a book back from China of Chinese songs which I taught to the 
children, and they played these  Chinese songs at my piano pupils' concerts, in Church. I 
also taught the  youngest Chinese child music from Grieg's  Peer Gynt Suite, which I had 
danced to and played as a child. The oldest Chinese boy played the  piano for one  of my 
musicals at my local theatre  in Hillingdon. I acted there  as  a child and now my school 
pupils were  performing there  a musical that I had written, called 'It's  Party Time.' It 
involved the school nursery department, choir and piano pupils that I worked for within 
The  London Borough of Hillingdon. My composition played to a packed audience. The 
musical was based on my times spent in Yugoslavia as  a child, before the war. And this 
musical was written in direct reaction to the Yugoslav war.

I guess that my attitude to teaching these children in my care  is to teach them to sound 
like  adult professionals from the  word go. And I play my pupils adult music from the word 
go. Anything and everything. So I have devised technical games and teach scales and 
warm ups from the very beginning. Whatever my pupils do, I feel I've  given them a good 
start in life. And they perform and sound like  professional adults who play with feeling 
and expression. And I try to make  music fun to learn by giving pupils music that they 
enjoy. And they can choose  what they want to play, in any musical style, together with 
going through Associated Board and Trinity Guildhall Exams.

As a child myself, though classically trained, I am a light music person really. And I can 
pick up any music book in any style  and sight read it. My light music stems from my family 
background and my teachers. At comprehensive  school we were taught to sing 'Captain 
Noah and his Floating Zoo.' I accompanied the whole school on the  piano for this jazz 
musical for a performance, which was conducted by Dianne Roberts. And whilst I was 
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training for my Music PGCE at a private  Prep school within the London Borough of 
Hillingdon, I accompanied this musical once again during my student days for a 
performance. And David, my PGCE Mentor, conducted this musical himself.

I was involved in singing, dancing, piano, recorder, orchestra and accompanying from my 
infant years and have  been so ever since. And I encourage my pupils  to do the same, thus 
developing an all-round musical education. I interconnect everything whilst using the 
piano as a basis.

My piano accompanying started at my comprehensive school. A young music teacher 
called Dianne Roberts asked me whether I would like  to play for her chamber choir that 
she  was forming at my school. I was  delighted to be asked. She wrote  some lovely jazz 
pieces and my teachers all agreed that I had a feel for jazz. And my French teacher gave 
me a book of Scott Joplin's Rags to play on the  piano. At the  same time, around my 
teenage  years Sharon Angell started singing for amateur operatic societies. I coached 
Sharon for her first audition to the world of amateur dramatic societies. And I started 
playing for them also as a pianist, starting from my teenage years. And when I graduated 
with my music degree I was offered some professional music work for the same amateur 
dramatic societies that Sharon continued to perform with. Amongst other amateur 
dramatic societies, I played on a weekly basis  for a local Gilbert and Sullivan company, 
which Sharon performed with, and who recommended me  for this post. I had just left 
music college. The only music that my father liked was Gilbert and Sullivan operettas  and 
Dvorak's New World Symphony. That is  why I took the post, to play his favourite music. 
And he attended all my shows. In fact my father always played this music at home, and 
we  danced and sang together, especially the  Patter Song, 'I have a Little List.' from The 
Mikado. So I was bought up on Gilbert and Sullivan and knew the music inside out, 
before I played this professionally. And Dianne Roberts  taught me  to listen to the  music of 
Dvorak as this composer was compulsory learning for my A-Level Music. So my father also 
heard me  play Dvorak and Smetana for my compulsory A-Level learning. And I knew that 
my Dad was very proud of me, as  I was performing all of his favourite  music. And I also 
loved all of my Dad's favourite music too.

Then the comprehensive  school that Sharon and I attended decided to make a children's 
record called 'The Northwood Sound.' I played a Scarlatti piece  as a teenager, which my 
piano teacher, Howard Arman, had taught me. I have recently been approached to 
release this record once again. Sharon sang the Plaintiff's Song from Trial by Jury by 
Gilbert and Sullivan on this very same record. Once again, I was intertwined.

My piano teacher during all of my teenage  years was Howard Arnam. He was my brother 
Jonathan's friend. He really shaped my future by teaching me different 
styles of music from baroque to classical to romantic to jazz to pop to show time  music. 
And Howard also helped me to play the Hollaenders' family 'Cabaret' music,  which was in 
my possession and which I spent endless hours trying to play.  And I persuaded Howard 
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to teach me shows like 'The  Boyfriend' and 'Carousel.' Howard was a classically trained 
pianist and singer, but was also a brilliant jazz  improviser and was the first person who 
taught me  the  art of piano improvisation and extemporisation. Also, how to play and 
teach by using opposite hands and clefs. Howard also taught me the invaluable skill of 
singing and playing at the  same time. And Howard taught me  to see note patterns in 
music. And that is how to sight read, and to teach, and to practise, by recognising and 
playing and teaching note  patterns and musical styles to pupils. And sometimes you need 
to play and teach a piece once, then pull a piece  apart,  then practise  the piece in 
sections/circles  then put it all back together again. Howard also taught me  to imagine a 
story to every piano piece I played and to think about this story when playing and 
performing. Obliviously I taught my own pupils this  idea about musical stories thus 
incorporating the art of interpretation. Howard was also a friend and saw me through 
some very difficult times, including the  untimely death of my mother on the 02/03/1978 
(the  day before my 16th Birthday on the 03/03/1978). This terrible tragedy changed my 
life forever. And a few people saw me  through this very sad time, including Tessa, my 
dog, and Lucky, my cat. My childhood had come  to an end, but my music and my lifelong 
friends remained. And a handful of teachers,  including Howard Arman and Dianne 
Roberts and the Director of Music for Hillingdon, made  sure I became  musically educated 
in order to become a qualified musician and teacher. I poured out my heart and soul into 
my music. My magical childhood was over. I had lost my mum. I still miss her. And a day 
doesn't go by without thinking about my mum. I had lost this lovely mum and best friend. 
But she wanted me to go into music and I know that she  would be very proud of me. As 
the  song goes 'There's No Business Like Show Business' From Annie Get Your Gun, the 
Show goes on, whatever. I really loved my mum and dad though. And they loved each 
other and were devoted parents. But I've  gone into music and carried on regardless, thus 
fulfilling my mother's wishes. Just before she  died, my mother said the following: 'I have 
wanted to give you a very happy childhood. So that you can always look back and think 
yes, my mother has given me a very happy childhood and this childhood set me up in life. 
And then she went. My father then told me that my mother didn't want me to look after 
her, but that she wanted me to carry on and to go into music. And so I did!

My father remarried very soon after my mum's sudden death. And as Jesus said (in my 
own adoptive words) to his  mother whilst on The Cross 'Here  are  your family.'  My step-
mother taught me some  very good things. I cherish all the times we  spent together and 
was pleased for my father that he had met a nice lady. She  was a well organised home 
maker, who tried to live  for her family. My brother Ric and I had made  a pact that we 
would not leave my father on his  own. So when he  met my step-mother, and married her, 
Ric moved out and bought his  first home  and I went to Dartington College of Arts to 
study for my music degree. My step-mother had a beautiful singing voice  and I would 
accompany her on my Steinway grand piano. We spent endless hours doing this. And we 
mastered and learnt together how to sing and play German Lieder (especially Schubert 
and Schumann and Brahms and Beethoven and Mahler songs), together with some light 
music/songs. And we  used to bake together for family parties and sew together. And we 
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both loved making tapestries which adorned the walls in both of our homes. Though 
Gaby Silver, my step-mother's daughter-in-law, overtook the  whole  family with her 
wonderful needle and craft work and baking skills. And the three of us used to do all of 
the  above-mentioned things endlessly and for a lifetime, whilst chatting merrily away. One 
thing that my step-mother taught me was to dress up for the  day - every day, regardless 
of whether one was going out or not. She taught me to look after my clothes, to keep 
them clean, to have clothes for every occasion and to have a well organised wardrobe. 
This advice has lasted with me throughout my life. To look after yourself and your clothes 
and home. I make  sure  that I dress beautifully. In fact, when I taught the piano at a boys’ 
Prep School within the London Borough of Hillingdon I heeded my step-mother's words. 
These children came from affluent backgrounds. Yet they would throw their clothes on the 
floor during their lessons. This  annoyed me. So I used to say to them 'There are poor 
children in India who don't have any clothes. So you need to look after your clothes and 
hang them up.' One  day a very wealthy Indian pupil said to me 'I won't ever forget what 
you have said to us all. I will never be a pianist but I can help poor children in India to 
have  clothes.' So I realized that I had taught rich children to help poor children. And 
indeed some  of these  wealthy boys have dedicated their lives to help disadvantaged 
children and adults in their professional musical careers.

I was very pleased that this  wealthy Indian boy put his money to good use  in order to 
help poor children in India. And I've always had a pull towards India and world/folk music.

My love  for the Indian people and their music began at comprehensive school, where I 
met a lot of Indian friends. And my friends at Technical College were  largely Indian. I just 
loved their whole way of living, and their concept of Karma which I wholeheartedly 
believe in. And when these Indian friends married, I taught their children. This was an 
interesting concept for me, to teach Indians  the piano. As they were also learning the 
Harmonium, which was based on the  Rag system. But I had some knowledge of Indian 
music which was based on an Eastern culture. My step-mother once  gave me a world 
atlas in which was written the  following quotation: 'The  West needs to show the  East a 
living but the  East needs to show the West how to live.'  And this quotation I will never 
forget. My step-mother also introduced me to Indian clothes, which she was always 
buying for me. So much so that my stepmother was convinced that I would become  an 
Indian. She  could be  very on the button, because my residences were  in Northolt and 
Southall which largely consisted of an Indian population and I taught this Indian 
population. In fact,  Dartington College  of Arts had the largest Indian music section in the 
country. As part of our degree  it was compulsory to learn an Indian instrument. So I opted 
for the Balinese Gamelan, which was taught by Gordon Jones. And a picture of me 
playing the  Gamelan landed on the  front cover of Dartington's prospectus, which went 
around the world! Therefore  I taught my Indian piano pupils Western music, but also 
Indian folk songs which they performed in the  church that I used to go to. Music is music 
and it crosses all divides, even Religion. And at my church concerts I made sure  that my 
pupils from around the world played music from their own culture, and I knew how world/
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folk music should sound and be played. Music is  an international language and if we  all 
said sorry, there  would be no more  war. We  need to look at the  world through a child's 
eyes, where they always kiss and make up, which is also a Biblical statement. And thus 
developed my greatest of respect for Gandhi. My stepmother and father took me to the 
cinema to see  his film. When my stepmother returned to our home she was physically 
sick, which was a direct reaction to Sir Richard Attenborough's film about Gandhi. And 
then I read Gandhi's  life  story and was fascinated by his philosophy. I honestly believe 
that Jesus and Gandhi were our greatest spiritual leaders of all times. They both used 
non-violence in their quest for worldwide peace  and forsook the riches of the world in 
order to serve God.

Sometimes I get very drawn to Michael Jackson's 'black is white' philosophy. And that he 
even changed the colour of his skin to prove  this  point. No one really understood this but 
I have reflected on his points of view and attitudes. And I agree with them. He was a 
fantastic singer, and I think that no one  could beat his  child voice. Michael Jackson was 
singing some  very technically challenging songs, effortlessly. He  sang throughout his life 
with very great innocence. But his points of view went beyond his  voice. Take 'Heal the 
World' for example. What very great words these  were. And the actual song could have 
beaten many a sermon. And he  suffered very great pain for the  sake  of his art and 
mission. Michael Jackson died in agony and yet his  song lives on 'black is white.' And my 
pupils all expressed to me that they revered his voice. They were children too. 

And I remember that my mother took me  and my cousin, Naomi Cadesky, to see all the 
'Black and White  Minstrel Shows' in London. These singers  sang from the heart in a way 
that only this culture  could do. They also painted their faces black and white  and for their 
missionary bravery they sang their last song, and the show was closed. We  attended their 
last show, and I wept.

Ric, my brother loved the piano piece 'The Golliwog's Cakewalk,' from Debussy's 
Children's Corner. I played this piece  to Ric often. In fact 'The Golliwog’s Cakewalk' is 
deliberately played in the  background of the BBC's recording of Ric and me for the 
'Home Truths' programme  by the late  John Peel about my Steinway, alongside with my 
piano composition 'Hope' in the same programme. 

And on my first day of teachers training I played the  'Golliwog’s Cakewalk' to these local 
school children. This was at a school within walking distance  to my flat in Northolt. When 
a child said 'Miss that's racist.' To which I replied 'No it isn't. The Golliwog’s Cakewalk is 
the  title of a song.' So I knew that my days were  numbered and I just went elsewhere. Into 
the  arms of David at a famous Prep School within the London Borough of Hillingdon. 
Because of my disabilities, (known to everyone) I asked David just for a fair trial, 
regardless of whether I passed or not. So I worked extremely hard at this famous Prep 
School. And I really enjoyed teaching these very nice and polite  children.  They were 
particularly musical children, who put their money to good use  by bettering themselves 
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with extra music lessons. Including Shamil and Birdie  who were  so funny that they will be 
destined to be the  next generation of comedians. And Shamil and Birdie  composed a 
wonderful song about an Indian wedding which could have gone in the pop charts! I 
taught all genres of music to these children, including Baroque, Classical, Romantic, Late 
Romantic, Impressionism, Programme Music, Serialism, Jazz, Pop, Rap, Spanish and 
World Music, etc. and including the 'Golliwog’s Cakewalk.' And I wrote a music software 
program for 'Notate' which was a resource pack for my teaching at David's School and my 
PGCE, and for which my lifelong friend and teacher, Rilla  helped me  with - every day for a 
fortnight during the summer. Thus, David passed me  fairly and I gained my PGCE and we 
have  remained musical friends to this date. (More about David later). And I still play the 
'Golliwog’s Cakewalk' for Ric as the music is now in the RAD Dance Syllabus Children's 
Grades which I continue to play weekly and I think of Ric whenever I play the  Golliwog’s 
Cakewalk. I was Ric's piano teacher also. But I have forgotten that child's name. However, 
I have remembered my faithful children in all of this. Also, I never ever forget my friends 
and family and loved ones and musical artists/teachers. There is nothing like  a song and 
dance.

When will we all live  together? My pupils  do, so why can't we? They all kiss and make up 
and say sorry and start again. And like my pupils  would say, 'God is Love,' for everyone, in 
the  whole wide world. Jesus said that we need to be like children to enter the Kingdom of 
Heaven. So then, please follow my pupils' examples, from around the world and kiss and 
make up. This will take one  word from everyone - 'sorry.' But that 'sorry' has to be 
truthfully meant. Because God sees everything. And no one can lie to God.

I guess that I made another political point at Dartington when, as part of my 'Music In 
Society' option for my Degree, I decided to produce  and musically and artistically direct 
and design the  set and costumes for the  Musical Play 'Cabaret,' which was my personal 
tribute  to the  Hollaender family. This  was my personal memorial to my mum and her 
family. And this was my personal vision of Cabaret Music.

I had been involved in Youth Theatre, including Cabaret, since a young child. My love of 
Cabaret music stemmed from the Hollaenders' music albums. And I had spent endless 
hours as  a child trying to play their Cabaret music on both the  piano and violin. I saw the 
film when I was about 16 years old and several theatre versions after that, on a school trip 
and with my brother, Jonathan, both times at Watford Palace Theatre. And I decided to 
produce and direct my own version of Cabaret at Dartington. I had also read books on 
Belsen and studied the world wars  in history. I had also read Anne  Frank's diary. And I 
wanted to make  a public statement. Because  though the war was an atrocity, out of this 
came some wonderful and truly beautiful Cabaret music that was marked for this period 
of time only. And the Underground Movement fascinated me. My religious belief is that 
out of bad comes good and this was reflected in Cabaret music, and though the war is 
over, Cabaret music remains to mark a unique, never to be repeated, historical period.
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My version of Cabaret crossed all the Arts and Catering Departments at Dartington and 
also involved the outside community. So this project reflected the title  'Music in Society.' 
And that is  exactly what 'Cabaret' is  all about. It was also a family testimony. Because  the 
Hollaenders and my father used Cabaret Music to fight Hitler, and they won, with their 
poisonous words and actions.

But this was my own political statement of Cabaret Music for my Music in Society Project. 
And this says it all. As Cabaret Music is Music in Society.

Many people involved in Cabaret launched their careers and went on to very great things.

Even the  fight scene in Cabaret was choreographed by a black man from the  Drama 
Department. And this in itself was  a political statement. He spent time to understand my 
view points and he staged a very powerful Nazi fight scene. And his dramatic vision left a 
lasting mark in my memory. He involved himself in my vision in a way that no-one  else 
did. He was clever, he took time to understand me and my calling, and he listened to my 
view points. I have never ever forgotten his involvement in my life, work and mission.

In fact this was my political vision of Cabaret, and this beautiful,  historical musical form 
will last forever. And I do believe  that angels  exist in music. They certainly did in Cabaret. 
And I put Dartington on the map with Cabaret.

Therefore, as 'Cabaret' was based on Christopher Isherwood's  true Novel called 'Eyes of 
a Camera' I based my production of 'Cabaret' on this idea, as though the audience were 
looking with and through the 'Eyes of a Camera' back in time, onto this period of time. 
And I staged my production of 'Cabaret' like  a series of camera poses/shots. A 
photograph framed in time. A musical period and pictures framed in time. And the 
Cabaret setting was situated in an authentic, grand medieval bar with a fireplace and 
grand staircase  and tables all being included in the staging of my personal production of 
Cabaret, together with audience and cast participation, and with a German meal.

And my stepmother, the aunts, Ric, etc and my father travelled all the way from London to 
Dartington to see my political show, 'Cabaret' when this  was performed live  in the 
magnificent and perfect setting of the White Hart Bar at Dartington, complete with a 
German meal, served by members of the cast of 'Cabaret.' And I was very moved by this 
display of support. And I knew that my father was very proud of his daughter. There is 
nothing like a song and dance. 

And my father knew what was going on all the  time. But he  never let on what he knew in 
his lifetime. But I did! And he never knew I knew everything!

The  musician in charge of Dartington was Jack Dobbs. And Jack Dobbs had highly 
praised and supported my version of 'Cabaret.' As Jack Dobbs had promised to help me 
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with 'Cabaret!' And he  did! He was a very great encourager. And he  was the only other 
man in my musical life. When I graduated I made a point of saying goodbye  to him. Jack 
Dobbs said the following: 'I think that you have found yourself at Dartington and what 
you want to do. And I will make  this possible  for you.' So I knew that my career was 
launched by two men at Dartington. Therefore, in a way, I had everything at Dartington. I 
now possessed a BA (Hons) Degree in music. My path was set.

Another good thing I learnt at Dartington was how to timetable  and organise myself for 
my musical profession. And for 'Cabaret' I organised an entire musical production 
together with organising the catering for this show. 

And as a teacher, I am a slow and thorough worker and teach musical technique with very 
great precision. And, through my piano teacher, Howard Arnam, I learnt the relevance of 
playing scales and warming up by playing legato/staccato scales, because the daily 
playing of scales teaches  finger dexterity, muscle  memory, and systematic fingering, and 
tonality more  than anything else. And there is an art to playing a scale  properly. This too 
takes time and skill to play and teach. And the reason why my pupils all succeeded in 
their exams with me was because they could play both scales and pieces well and 
professionally, with adult professional expression, and musical technique. And all of this 
takes time, skill and patience to teach and play. Therefore, you can't sight read or 
improvise or play like I can if you don't know your scales. As scales give  a foundation to 
all playing. Because  I refused to skimp or budge over teaching scales  or pieces properly 
this  caused many a heated discussion and argument with my pupils and their parents  and 
at some schools, but I refused to give way over the importance of teaching musical 
technique, and I started scales with every lesson. Then pieces. Then sight reading. Then 
listening to myself playing live piano music. Then a fun time. And duet playing. There  is 
nothing like a song and dance and I would teach these  skills to my pupils also, together 
with accompanying them on other instruments. And I was honest, open and frank and fair 
and harmless  to each and every one of my pupils. But in some cases, the truth hurts. 
However, there  is a pain barrier to go through when taking a piano exam, competition, 
concert or recital/performance  or production. As I do feel that parents, families, friends, 
teachers and schools need to be realistic over their children/pupils, as it fares better for 
the  child if they do. And everyone needs to accept constructive criticism. Because if a 
pupil doesn't get nervous or doesn't practise, or doesn't continue  with the  piano -  for 
whatever reason or excuse, or doesn't bring all of their music to each and every lesson, it 
means that they don't care. As no one is perfect. 

And the  Sammes children did all of these above mentioned things with the greatest of 
success and, through their parents, they had the  correct attitude towards music. And, like 
me, the Sammes children learnt to play, sight read and improvise  anything and everything 
on the  piano, other instruments, song and dance. And the Sammes won many a legal 
battle with their music as they were more successful and more  versatile  and more 
dedicated and more professional than anyone else. The  Sammes children were my most 
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faithful and loyal child prodigies and were, both of them, born geniuses. And they played 
at all of my concerts and festivals  and exams. And, like myself, they entered the music 
profession in their teens, thanks to my friend and very fine dance teacher, Wendy 
Brackley, (whom I also enjoyed working for) and gained Distinctions with me from 
beginners (scratch) to Grade 8 exams. And it was no surprise that the  Sammes children 
both won musical and maths scholarships - and they too had their musical and 
mathematical paths and careers set. I had taught them everything I knew, regardless of 
time or money. And Dartington taught me to say 'no' to things I didn't want to do in my 
musical career. So some things remained forever and some things went in my lifelong 
musical career. And there is  a sell-by-date  for everything. And the Sammes family have 
always remained, and will continue  to remain, forever, my musical friends. As our 
friendship is  based on truth and honesty and reality and star quality, combined with sheer 
hard work and dedication and enthusiasm and professionalism.

Other good things about Dartington were  my own piano lessons and accompanying work 
and recitals. And I loved my Art and Architecture  tutorials  with Peter Cox. The best things 
in my life were all at Dartington.

A month after graduating from Dartington with a Music BA (Hons) Degree, I got work as a 
ballet pianist in Finchley Road. My accompanying career had begun. My first boss was 
Stella Mann, an Austrian Jew who fled her life  in Nazi Germany and built up a renowned 
ballet school in Finchley Road.  And she was prepared to train me. Stella Mann helped to 
invent Lycra. Her tunics were  made  at this school and were  sold around the world, as well 
as at the RAD. I had become a song and dance  pianist. And was trained in Dance  by an 
Austrian Jew. Meanwhile, Sharon Angell, a devout Christian, launched my accompanying 
work with singers. To me, there is  nothing like  a song and dance. My calling was falling 
into place.

My stepmother's  aunts  also lived in Finchley Road and were also German Jews. I visited 
them a lot during my work at Stella Mann's school. I loved these two sisters and really 
enjoyed spending time with them. I viewed them as my own aunts. They were just lovely 
people. And I enjoyed many a German Jewish meal with them. The Aunts (as I called 
them) were my aunts. I had no other aunt but my step mother's  aunts. My father had 
married two German Jews!

The  Aunts never had children and neither did Stella Mann. In fact I adopted Stella Mann's 
philosophy. Her pupils  were  all her children. And this  view point I took from Stella Mann. 
Her school was her life. That's why she was so successful.
And fairly recently, I met a new friend called Fi. We had a mutual friend called Stephanie. I 
encouraged Fi to return to Dance by opening her own school. And everything fell into 
place and her own Dance school is now bursting at the  seams with numerous children. Fi 
also can never have  children but she  has more pupils than she could ever have  imagined. 
Again she has many children. Fi dedicated her first musical show to me, which was 
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'Hansel and Gretel' and cleverly used Michael Jackson's song 'Thriller,' and I was very 
touched by this dedication. More touched than Fi could ever realize. This dedication was 
entirely heartfelt. There  is something to be said for having infinite children. Stella Mann 
proved that point. This fact is Biblical also.

One  point that I learnt from my dance  training with Stella Mann is how to play every style 
of music that exists in every dance  style possible. For example Julie loved my version of 
Nelly the  Elephant for Battement Cloches. And Mandy liked pop music for a traditional 
ballet class and Mary liked everything as  long as the  music fitted the dance. And I 
remember playing 'Nola' for one of Mary's fun and sparkling choreographies and 
improvising my own music to 'Little  Red Shoes' for Mandy. And playing for Julie's 
inspiring, yet exhausting National classes! And I worked with and played for top national 
dance teachers throughout my dance  playing career, like  Julie  and Vivienne, etc. Also 
playing for classical ballet repertoire  on Friday afternoons. One day Mary heard me 
improvise, simply because I couldn't find any music to fit the  exercise, so I made it up, on 
the  spot. Mary looked very shocked and asked me to throw my books away and improvise 
for all of her classes. So I did! And I have realised that when working with young ballerinas 
the  music doesn't really fit. And you have  to be  able to improvise  for young children. In 
fact my mother asked me to write  all the nursery rhymes down in my own way so that she 
could play these on the piano for her nursery school. And I did! And I was  commissioned 
by Cherry Lane Primary School Nursery Department to make a CD of original music for 
this  age  group. This CD is called Simply Shirley and is  available  on my Website: 
www.magicpiano.co.uk. I wish that my parents  could have  heard this CD as this love of 
nursery music began with their own nursery school. And I know that they would have 
been very proud parents. But one  day I will tell them in heaven about all the things I have 
done. And in a way, I live for this day! 

At Stella Mann, I was  appointed the  job of teaching music to the  ballet students. I 
researched on the subject and wrote an entire music syllabus for dancers at this  School 
including teaching national dance music. And I do love national dress, the costumes of 
which I saw when I travelled the world with my parents. And I also danced in national 
dress as a child for a show at The  Winston Churchill Hall in Ruislip (my place of birth). And 
I do feel that we need to all keep and preserve our national heritage, from around the 
world. And Teutonic countries have the best carols of all. And Italy is  so beautiful as is  its 
music. There  is something very beautiful,  elegant, graceful and grand about Italy. And I 
definitely felt the presence  of God when I travelled Rimini, Venice, Florence, Pompeii and 
Rome. I was very led to prayer on my visit to the  Vatican. Certainly the Architecture 
matches music and the arts in Italy and actually throughout the world. Though the Italian 
Tarantella is  beautiful yet very challenging to play on the  piano! Whilst having played 
French music, this came  alive when I visited Paris and The Louvre, and other parts of 
France, especially when I played Walt Disney's music to 'The Hunchback of Notre  Dame.'  
I saw the filmed glass windows of Notre  Dame with my own eyes. And all Spanish and all 
German music is  in my blood from both sides of my family. And the Irish music somehow 
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is very healing and earthy to play. And I loved watching Turkish dancing when visiting 
Turkey. Also I enjoyed the whole  process of trading 8 sheep for a Kilin made  in Iran on my 
travels  to Turkey. So when the students took their Majors and Teaching Diplomas, I would 
play for their ballet and national exams and they always gained very high marks in 
musicianship. I was indeed very proud! And I have  a feel for and vast knowledge of 
character/national music, from around the  world. I just know how character/national music 
should sound, be  played and danced. And I love playing (and dancing to as  a child) the 
Hungarian and Slovakian Dances. Also I will never forget Soley's singing in her native 
mother tongue, Icelandic, the  song 'There  Was a Princess Long Ago,' for one of my 
concerts.

One  day, Jean Nucky, a renowned examiner for the RAD and teacher at Stella Mann's 
school said the following to me 'I think that you are a music teacher, Shirley. And I feel 
that you should go to teacher's training college and study for a PGCE.' And these words 
stuck. So eventually I took her advice  and have never looked back. But I have  still 
regained my dance playing for work, however for the very young now. Though I still retain 
my knowledge of playing music for dance  class from babies right through to student and 
professional level. Stella trained me in every aspect of being a dance pianist and that's 
why I have an understanding of playing for young children. And I also played for her 
children's dance classes at Stella Mann's after school dance class clubs. Because I was 
trained at a top school I learnt to play anything and everything for ballet, modern and 
national right through to babies, children, students and professionals. And I learnt from 
these inspiring teachers and pianists by listening, watching, composing, appraising and 
performing. But I was beginning to realise  that my work basically lies  with very young 
children. And to give them an excellent foundation, just like  my first piano teacher did 
with me. And one's first teacher is  the  most important. And like Peter Pan, a teacher gives 
wings so that children can fly.

Stella Mann also said the following to me: 'you play a piece  once and the  dancers listen, 
you play a piece twice and the  dancers remember, you play a piece a third time and the 
dancers forget and don't listen any more.' Then she  told me to always change my music 
and to practise dance music at home  before bringing the music to the dance studio. So 
this  advice I've always adhered to. Even when I ran a choir at my primary school for the 
London Borough of Hillingdon, after having passed my PGCE, I always changed my songs 
and my choir was always singing new and topical songs. I still hold the theory that you 
can still play the same music for adults as for children. That way, children learn to perform 
like  adults from the very word ‘Go’. And they should be able  to play anything and 
everything. Stella Mann also told me that it takes two years to train a dance  pianist. That 
there is  a set syllabus and a free syllabus and that I must learn the set syllabus before 
playing a free  syllabus. Stella was known in the dance  field for the training of her pianists. 
Why? Because she was a famous Prima Ballerina for the  Vienna State  Ballet/Opera as well 
as being a concert pianist. She would teach a dance  class at the same time  as 
accompanying the  dance  class  on the piano whilst using her singing voice. I guess that I 
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got a very lucky break! There  is nothing like  a song and dance. Stella Mann could have 
been a Hollywood movie star. 

'Life  is  a Cabaret! And 'When I go, I'm Going Like Elsie!' And that was the name  of one  of 
my stepmother’s Aunts. Talking of which, every Wednesday, the  Aunts always  home-
cooked me  lunch as  Stella Mann gave  me a long lunch break that day and I could walk to 
the  Aunts’ home from Stella Mann's school. I was very grateful for these  delicious meals 
as, after working a full day at Stella  Mann, I would play all evening for the Pinner & Hatch 
End Gilbert and Sullivan Society (PHEOS) (where Sharon Angell sung) on Wednesday 
evenings and the Aunts meals  kept me  going. They were my family. They were the only 
Aunts  that I ever had. And they will always hold a very special place in my heart. They 
didn't have  to be  my Aunts  but they were my Aunts. And Stella Mann was my family too. 
She gave a young music graduate  a chance and she didn't have  to do that either. And 
they were all German Jews!

I played the  piano for some of Stella Mann's shows, including the music to Coppelia, etc. 
And I remember going to see the ballet, Coppelia with my grandmother, Martha 
Hollaender. And Martha and my mum and  I went together to see  all the ice  dancing 
shows at Wembley Arena every year perform Sleeping Beauty, Cinderella, etc. together 
with seeing the Nutcracker ballet, etc. at the Coliseum. So by the  time I naturally 
progressed to being a dance pianist I already had a knowledge of this wonderful Art form.

Also on a Wednesday I would play for Jean Nucky, an RAD Majors Examiner, who also 
taught at Stella Mann's school. I remember that in the RAD Majors syllabus was a Giselle 
piece. Well,  this excerpt was as hard to play as it was to dance. And Jean Nucky taught 
me how to interpret this  piece  by squeezing out every musical emotion possible for the 
dancers to dance to and to watch the  dancers dance  whilst accompanying them. Also 
Jean Nucky taught me to work on one point every lesson and not to end the  lesson until 
this  one point had been taught and successfully imparted to the  pupils. After all teaching 
is successfully imparting knowledge from teacher to pupil. And that is  the  pure  joy of 
teaching. And not to clock-watch. A lesson ends when learning has taken place, 
regardless of time or money. And to always  buy my own music in order to write my own 
personal notes. And I've remembered her teachings. And when I play (and teach) for 
children's grades, even now I still squeeze  out every musical emotion possible for the 
dancers to dance  to. And I'm always telling my piano pupils  to always 'Dance  with their 
fingers!'  Because  I have some  idea of what it is  like  to dance, which stems from my 
childhood days, I imagine  dancing and singing to my own playing and that is how I 
accompany both dancers and singers, by putting me  in their shoes!  And I played for 
dancers and singers  on Wednesdays and was living on the Aunts’ meals that day! 'If music 
be the food of love, play on.'

And I sat in on all the anatomy and teaching sessions and watched expert teachers teach. 
And expert pianists play. And I learnt from them.
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The  person who composed all the ballet music for the  RAD was the Musical Director, 
Norman Higgins. Like  me, Norman's home  was also in Northolt. And he was first made 
known to me by Larraine Heaffey, a lovely teacher and former pupil at Stella Mann's 
school. So I played for Larraine's Chigetti Ballet classes. And you have to be able to 
improvise for Chigetti Ballet and Mary Brean's classes. I really enjoyed creating and 
playing music at Larraine's dance school. Especially for her children's  stories like, 'The 
Three Little Pigs, The Fairy With the  Broken Wing, Insect and Flower Stories,' etc. for the 
very young. Eventually Norman taught me  and he became  the  most influential piano 
teacher in my life. I made my own personal decision that I would keep going back to 
Norman's teachings and these  teachings turned me into the pianist and composer that I 
am today. He made me  and so did Stella Mann. More  about Norman later. As he deserves 
more. 

But for now, I would like to mention the most wonderful dance pianist that I have ever 
met and who also played at Stella Mann's school. Her name  was Florence  Webb. We 
used to spend endless hours  talking together in the  staff room at Stella's in our break 
times. Florence Webb used to play the  piano live for all the silent movie films, in the  West 
End. Apparently she would improvise live to all of these  silent movie films. I knew that 
one  had to be a very skilled musician to be a cinema pianist. And when the talking 
pictures took over, Florence  Webb found herself out of work. So she became a Dance 
Pianist, like  so many of her equals. And Stella Mann employed Florence Webb and they 
formed a lifelong dance  and musical partnership together. I used to listen a lot to 
Florence's piano playing. She  came from the  'Old School' of piano playing. And I learnt 
the  art of being a dance pianist by listening to Florence Webb's piano playing at Stella 
Mann's school. If Florence  Webb took a dislike  to a dance  teacher she  would play on 
purpose  all the wrong music. But she  could never be  quoted because  after all Florence 
was playing music. So her enemies would be blamed for telling Florence to play all the 
wrong dance music in the first place! And with bated breath, Stella Mann would side with 
Florence  Webb!  Sometimes I also adopted Florence's philosophy and got my own back 
also on certain dance  teachers  and pianists etc. who played God Almighty with dance 
pianists! We also privately giggled together!

Besides teaching me  the art and artfulness of being a dance  pianist, Florence Webb also 
taught me about colours. We had a mutual friend between us. She was called the Tramp 
of Finchley Road and had no fixed abode. But to this lady, she knew that every colour had 
a certain property attached to it. And both ladies taught me  that green was a very healing 
colour, as  green is the colour of nature. And both ladies stressed to me the importance  of 
green as a colour. Well, after that lesson, I have always worn green clothes. And co-
incidentally I also have green eyes. Also, my name, 'Shirley' means green meadows and 
my father insisted on calling me, 'Shirley' -  maybe because he  made beautiful green 
gardens! And my father went on his own to Register my birth name  which he insisted was 
'Shirley' or green meadows. Later, I was to compose a piece of music called 'Green 
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Meadows' which is in my original educational album 'Crotchets in Love' CD. Whilst my 
mother always dressed me in red. As she  thought that red was a happy colour. And my 
mother insisted on a Jewish middle name for me, 'Deborah,' whilst Jonathan wanted to 
name me 'Elizabeth,' after a friend that he had who was also called 'Elizabeth,' because 
he  wanted me to write lovely stories just like  his  friend, Elizabeth. So my father named me 
'Shirley Deborah Elizabeth Salzedo!' Then Mary, a lovely dance  teacher at Stella Mann's 
who became the  next principal when Stella retired, taught me about dress codes when 
working. And they introduced me  to a whole new style of clothes adapted for my 
particular 'position.' Thus introducing me to the wonderful world of Marks and Spencer 
which always had in store suitable attire for being a piano/music teacher and 
accompanist. And I have never ever since  strayed from Marks  and Monsoon! And my step 
mother taught me to wear my best clothes every day. And I think that my children relate 
to their well-dressed teacher, who sparkles  for every lesson, exam, and performance! I 
have  learnt to dress up for my music work! As Mary always said 'it doesn't cost much to 
buy a bit of shoe polish!'

But when Stella Mann retired I also moved on, sadly so. Though we corresponded 
together for a long time after both of our departures. Then I met my best dance partner 
and best friend at arts. Her name  was Stephanie Bell. And I have always been known to 
quote the following about Stephanie: 'Stephanie was my pupil when I played for her at 
arts. And now she is my boss!' And Stephanie  kind of replied the following to my quote: 
'Not always. Can anyone really be Shirley's boss?' 

These quotes reminded me  about the relationship between Florence Webb and Stella 
Mann. And there  is  a reason why I have  placed Florence Webb's name first! Both Florence 
Webb and  I were  ruling accompanists! And all of our bosses knew this! And who taught 
who?

And who and what exactly is  Joan and her Psychic Counsellor? Because I certainly don't 
know, about either of them! And neither did my Indian GP! Or my Indian doctors!! Or my 
family/step family! Or my genuine friends! - The  ones that really cared, freely, regardless 
of Counselling time or money.

Whilst Stephanie was still a student at Arts, the school decided to do a production of 
Alice  in Wonderland. I was appointed the job of the costume lady! The only thing I really 
remember about this show was the game of chess. Cathy, a wonderful dance teacher, 
whose  gifts  lay in choreography, teamed up with Mark, who really could play the piano 
and was a professional chess player. Every break time they worked out together a real 
chess game with real moves which Cathy then choreographed and she staged the 
dancers with this true game in Alice  in Wonderland. Cathy and Mark even mapped out 
the  game  on the  floor. This choreographic game  took a lot of time, skill and thought to 
work out and was a stroke  of artistic genius  on both Cathy and Mark's part. Cathy had 
gained distinction in her Grade 8 piano exam and distinction in her ballet exams. And 
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Cathy really knew her stuff. And we  had a lot of fun and caused a lot of mischief together, 
which I caused, and Cathy got the  blame  for! And Cathy's automatic reply was 'you try 
controlling Shirley, then!' But I tried to encourage Cathy's unique artistic teaching skills as 
she  had something very special with her gifts. And Mark was the best pianist there. 
Together, Mark and Cathy made an awesome force. 

And though the  Matrons (who were worse than Hattie  Jacques) disapproved of my 
children's counselling skills, I defied them by supporting the children and helping them. I 
used to say, 'If the  children want to talk to  me, then I will always let them talk to me!' 
When I had to justify myself to the  Principal, everything came out of my mouth. I call Arts 
my 'Big Bang! - the Barbara bit!'

So once again I packed my music bags, held my head up high and walked out, following 
Ric's footsteps, who had also previously walked out on the Arts. And we caused an 
almighty storm in the Musical Theatre world, I can assure you!

 And Stephanie, Tiffany and Gail, my favourites, followed. And there  was nothing that Arts 
could do as I had done nothing wrong. And they all knew this. Their vicious gossip about 
me and my family was a total load of rubbish and fabricated lies in order to cover up what 
was really going on. But the  school remains one of the  best, though many legalities were 
put into place so that Arts could move with the  times, including building a theatre, which 
was financially long overdue, and which I backed. But no-one in authority there  could 
play, dance and sing like  Stella. Or cook like The Aunts. There was a camaraderie  at 
Stella's that no other job equalled. Stella gave the  personal family touch. This was her 
prolific school and was run Stella's way. And I missed Finchley Road and Hampstead.

And what happened at Arts would never have happened at Stella Mann's  school. As 
Stella Mann would never have  allowed certain things to happen at her School. They 
would not have  even got off the  ground. And I have always defended my pupils. Even 
though I was the only one that defended those children, and even though it cost me my 
job at Arts, I would repeat the  process again if it meant defending a child. As it is not 
anyone that matters except the cause of the  child. And at all times one  must do what is 
right for the child. Even though this was a human sacrifice. And no one else helped. 
Sometimes you need to let children and people  and places go in order for them to return. 
And that is a teacher's love. 

A teacher will take  the good from every job. And a teacher needs to know when to stay or 
leave. As love will always remain. And there is always 'Hope.'

Stephanie, from Arts, remained, and we started our magical partnership together which 
still remains to this very day. And many Arts pupils brought their children to be  trained by 
Stephanie and me. And I started having lessons with Norman Higgins thereafter. Out of 
bad comes good and I kept the very best from Arts. And after Arts, I got work as a dance 
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pianist for Ballet Rambert School. And I often wonder whether Leonard Salzedo's famous 
name influenced my music work as wherever I went, everyone had heard of him. After all, 
my name was Shirley Salzedo. I was born for this, and was well aware of the fact. So, like 
Jesus, I wiped the  dust off my feet and went elsewhere. And what can Pamela and Arts 
do? Nothing! And all because I shone! Talking about professional jealousy! However, no 
one  and nothing can ever stop me from playing 'A Song for Guy.' And where have they all 
been, when help was required? They ran. They, all of them, took, but never gave, 
financially or emotionally. But I walked out with my dignity intact!

After Arts, Leonard Salzedo gave me  a book called 'The Chinese Golden Flower.' Signed 
‘Leonard Salzedo 1946’. I read this book with very great interest. And I enjoyed many 
home cooked meals in Leonard and Pat's home in Beds. And I also entertained Pat and 
Leonard in my home with my father. Then followed my piano playing for Ballet Rambert 
School. And Leonard had been Musical Director for Ballet Rambert. And my life seemed 
to be turning like a natural progression, and always in certain circles.

Then there  followed the days of Hope and Anita. I really enjoyed playing at Ballet 
Rambert School. I liked the Head of Dance, Ross McKim and he was always very nice and 
kind to me. I don't remember any of the dance teachers  or dance  pianists, except Hope. I 
know that none  of them were  a patch on Stella Mann, Jean Nucky or Mary Brean or 
Florence  Webb. But the  students really inspired me. And I really enjoyed my Friday 
mornings at Ballet Rambert School. I played for male ballet classes. The piano music has 
to be  much heavier for male ballet classes. Even Plies have  to sound like  Grand Allegro. 
The  boys all commented the following about  me: 'There  is something in the  way that 
Shirley phrases music and uses rhythm in such a way that makes her piano playing very 
conducive to being a dance pianist.' And Stephanie also  comments the  following: 'Shirley, 
you have some idea of what it's like to dance. And it's your use of rhythm!'

Every Friday, a dance teacher called 'Hope' would take the male dance classes that I 
played for at Ballet Rambert School. Hope  always stated that on a Friday, she had nice 
classes and nice music, and Hope  and the students really inspired me. She could make  up 
a Dance piece whilst singing jazz. And her jazz singing equalled her choreographic skills. 
So I just played back on the  piano her jazz improvisations for her ballet exercises! Well,  it 
was Thursday afternoon. I was in my flat in Northolt. I decided to sit at my Steinway and 
compose  a piece  for Hope, called 'Hope' and base  this idea on Andrew Lloyd Webber's 
piece  'Memories' from 'Cats.' So I took my original piano composition  'Hope' to  Hope's 
class the  following Friday morning. I was  very nervous as this was my original debut! Well 
the  boys and students and Hope all turned round and said 'what was that you played 
Shirley?' I replied it's  called 'Hope' for Hope. And Hope  smiled and insisted that I played 
'Hope' for all of Hope's dance classes. I had written my best piano composition called 
'Hope' for Hope. Then Norman Higgins  incorporated 'Hope' for Hope  in my educational 
CD called 'Crotchets in Love.'  And 'Crotchets in Love' was inspired by my piano pupils, 
the  Zietmans family.  And this inspirational composition came from Hope  at Ballet 
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Rambert School and the Zietmans from Hatch End and Harrow Arts Centre/Council,  Hatch 
End.

Ballet Rambert School was situated on the river. And after playing there I would walk 
along the river and end up in Richmond. Or I used to go to Kew Gardens. And my love 
and knowledge for this area stemmed from my father's beautiful gardens. And I always 
said that my father's  gardens were like  a mini Kew Gardens. I also loved visiting Hampton 
Court (my father's  favourite  place) and Windsor Castle. These places, and Hampstead 
Heath, were easy to drive to from my flat in Northolt. And I frequented them a lot,  and 
grew an appreciation for these beautiful areas. Because  my father had taught me about 
beautiful gardens. And I wrote letters to Emma, my grandmother, stating that Dartington 
and its gardens were  my idea of heaven. And that there  is  nowhere  more  beautiful than 
Dartington and its gardens. Every day I walked in the gardens at Dartington come rain or 
shine. To me, Dartington was the  most beautiful place in the  world. I loved walking 
through the  Devonshire countryside and visiting the sea and water every day with the live 
cattle  and horses roaming about. And I was very glad that I had spent three  years in the 
Devonshire  countryside whilst studying for my music degree. And I love  Devon and 
Cornish (both of which differ) cream teas. I used to post these  to my family in London via 
Dairy Express! There  was nowhere  as inspiring as Dartington. And Beethoven was a 
nature lover also. He too was always walking in beautiful gardens which were  also the 
inspiration for so much of his music. 

And in my classical life, I played Beethoven the best. And had learnt, through Howard 
Arnam, to play Beethoven's Piano sonatas and Fur Elise as a teenager for performances 
and my piano exams.  And Beethoven was my classical hero. And for my piano solo 
degree  recital at Dartington I played Beethoven's Classical Variations on 'God Save The 
King' and 'Rage  Over a Lost Penny.' followed by Chopin's 'Ballade No 1', then Gershwin's 
'Three Jazz Piano Preludes,' alongside the musical play 'Cabaret' for my Music In Society 
option, together with taking a Keyboard Skills Option. For which Bob Hanson said to  me, 
'you came out the  best in these things Shirley.' He too realized that I was a very practical 
musician and a versatile  radical. And Bob Hanson taught me about musical analysis and 
musical history which are key factors when teaching piano pieces to pupils. Especially 
when teaching the art of interpretation.  And because of Bob Hanson, I ended up 
analysing everything! And Bob Hanson once said to me 'there is such a thing as musical 
technique, Shirley!' 

And my brother, Jonathan, who got happily married (to a brilliant piano teacher! Who 
could knit like my mother!) and had two children in America once phoned my father to 
see  if it would be  OK to send me some musical tapes on transcendental meditation. To 
which my father apparently replied 'My daughter spends her life thinking about 
transcendental meditation. And she  doesn't need to do any more thinking!' But 
nevertheless, Jonathan did send me those tapes and I did listen to them! Dad was also 
quoted saying to others  the  following about me: 'Shirley is as straight as a die. And if you 
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do something dishonest, don't tell her as she will really tell you off!'' And my Dad wrote a 
letter to  my psychiatrist saying 'My daughter is good and kind and generally happy, bright 
and cheerful. And I don't mind if she  marries a man who is green with purple  spots, so 
long as she  loves him!' And my dad also apparently said the following: 'Everyone thinks 
that my daughter is a soft touch. But if she doesn't want to do something she  will say 'no' 
then will dig her heels in, and there will be no budging her!' 

And my dad was always devising treasure  hunts at all of my family parties. And you know 
what? My father was so clever at hiding my treasure  that no one  could ever find where he 
had hidden my treasure, which originated from Martha and my mum! Whilst Emma hid 
Naomi's treasure. And I knew about what Emma and Martha did for Naomi and me  as 
both grandmothers told  me what they were doing for their favourite  and most loyal 
grandchildren, who were  Naomi and me. And my father always said that I was the most 
non racist person that he had ever met. I just say whatever I think to whomever. Dad also 
said that although I can blow through the roof with people, but then afterwards I instantly 
forgive everyone  (always) and just start again with people. Though I have never ever 
physically harmed anyone, children or animals. What you get is what you see. I have  my 
mother's and Martha Hollaender's mouth, disposition and constitution!

And this reminds me of what Sophie's mum said to  me: 'I don't care  what I say as a 
Geordie English white  woman about the Arabs because I married an Arab!' And she  also 
made  the best homemade cakes in Northwood! Karen could have gone into the cake 
baking profession! And Sophie  gained distinction in her Grade 8 piano Associated Board 
exam with me. And I also accompanied her for her Associated Board Classical flute exams 
at St Helen's School. And Sophie was as honest and open as her mum was to whomever. 
And I really respected and loved Sophie for that and for her astounding musicality on 
both the  flute and piano. She knocked the spots  off her St Helen's neighbour, who failed 
her Grade 2 piano exam, and wasn't laughing then, especially when she  blew her own 
trumpet at St Helen's!

And it's ironical that though I did a lot of piano accompanying at school and Dartington 
and The Guildhall School of Music and Drama (I gained an LGSM in Piano 
Accompaniment from The Guildhall) and I played all the  Classical and Operatic repertoire 
for all instruments and singers, I've  ended up playing Mary Poppins for singers and 
dancers, with a classical touch! And Cabaret and The Gamelan and World Music and 
Musical History/Analysis and Accompaniment clinched the  learning package at 
Dartington, and all this acquired knowledge and vital teachings came in very useful for my 
professional musical career.  And my versatility was encouraged by Stella and Stephanie 
Bell as I still play all sorts for Stephanie's  children's dance classes. And I play adult music, 
even for Stephanie's  babies’ classes. We  just click, Stephanie and me. We both think in 
the  same way about music and dance and have  managed to combine work with 
friendship. And every holiday Stephanie and I would see a Show or Ballet/Opera in the 
West End, combining this with meals and shopping! We have  a rare partnership. Like  my 
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partnership with Sharon Angell also. And Sharon and I also frequented the  West End 
shows and church.

And I'm happily married to music and the arts. And there lies  my God. There  is nothing 
like a song and dance. 'Life is a Cabaret. And when I go I'm going like Elsie!'

And though Sharon's home is now in beautiful Cumbria I'm still in contact with her. Yet my 
partnership with Stephanie remains.

And when Stephanie  bought her family home in Windsor, I got to know all about the 
secret places and back streets in Windsor. We frequented many restaurants  and tea 
places in Windsor, sometimes by the river. And Ric and I were known to row boats on the 
river in Windsor. We always got lost and managed to tangle our boats up with weeping 
willow trees!

And I love water, as I find water scenes very peaceful and very beautiful. I used to live in 
water as a child, especially with my mother. We were, both of us, very strong swimmers 
and divers. And I used to encourage my pupils to always love, respect and swim in water. 
As there  is a great peacefulness and therapy about water scenes. And I'm always at peace 
and with my family by the sea. 

Around the  time of Ballet Rambert, which was by the river, I also started working for my 
father, as  I could touch type and had a fast typing speed! I learnt how to type up spread 
sheets, formulate formulae  and write reports on the Air Tariff for the  partners at British 
Airways. I had a spell at working for a firm of local accountants where I kept the stock 
cupboard and staff in order. And my work with my father and other accountants taught  
me how to write a really good business letter and how to run my music business with the 
Tax man! Around this time, I also became Ric's  piano teacher. So Ric and I used to spend 
our weekends together as his home in South Harrow was within walking distance of my 
flat in Northolt. With Ric, I remember the pair of us eating Matzos  for breakfast, giving 
him a piano lesson, having lunch, going to Chappell’s to buy music and rowing boats  in 
Windsor, then having supper. Sometimes we went to Hampton Court and got lost in the 
Maze there. Though when I started working for Harrow Arts  Centre  on Saturdays  I missed 
my weekends with Ric.

I had always loved Walt Disney's music and fairy tales. And I have visited America and 
Canada to see  my family there and hear/watch American and Canadian music and drama 
and dance live. And Walt Disney, too, proved the point that you can play the  same  music 
for adults  as well as for children in order to kindle  the  child in everyone. So I was now 
playing Mary Poppins for adults  as well as for children. And my love  for Walt Disney music 
and improvisation for the very young was rekindled when I started working for Harrow 
Arts Centre, especially with Sandra, Victoria, Vicky and Stephanie. As Sandra would say, 
'Shirley has a knack and a very great imagination when improvising for very young 
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children.' I can just play snow and raindrop music and improvise to Victoria's  'Mister Men' 
Stories. And her favourite  piece of music that I played for her ballet students  and at 
Victoria's parties was 'Follow My Leader' from Peter Pan. And I enjoyed playing at 
Victoria's wedding reception which was also made up of local Harrow Arts Centre guests 
and children. 

I always had an affiliation with Harrow Arts Centre  in Hatch End due to my loyal friend, 
Sharon Angell. She was a singer and I would accompany her at Harrow Arts Centre, Music 
and Dramatic Societies and in her various churches. Sharon and her mum also wiped away 
my tears over losing my mum the  day before my 16th Birthday. Sharon was the  only one 
who really knew how I felt over this terrible  tragedy. As she was the only friend who really 
bothered to know how I felt over this terrible tragedy. 

Sharon and her mum encouraged me to keep up my church and musical life. Though I 
never found a musical and church friendship like Sharon ever again and never ever will 
again. And I will never ever find a dance and musical friendship like  Stephanie Bell ever 
again and never ever will again. And I accompanied both Sharon and Stephanie at 
Harrow Arts Centre. And at Harrow Arts Centre, there was my God and my song and 
dance. And my work in their kitchens and art shop, and my best friends were there also, 
including Martin, the  Head Cook who fed and watered  me throughout my poverty. And I 
had some of my funniest and wittiest moments with Martin. And these two very natural 
work and friendship partnerships with Sharon and Stephanie  are rare and lucky finds. I 
also knew the Mayor of Harrow who was  affiliated to Harrow Arts Centre. And her aunt 
(who was a devout Christian and totally devoted to God) and her son became my 
neighbours as they owned the flat underneath mine in Northolt. So I give  very grateful 
thanks to Harrow Arts Centre. As there lies my God, my music, my song and dance 
playing together with my best friends, all at Harrow Arts Centre in Hatch End!

And I have fallen in love with the same singers and dancers all my life. They were also my 
family. And a lot of my piano pupils also lived in Hatch End, including the Zietmans. And 
the  Zietmans and Harrow Arts Centre  were my inspiration for 'Hope' for Hope  and my 
'Crotchets  in Love' Educational CD. I will always be very grateful for everything at Harrow 
Arts Centre, in Hatch End. And my brother, Jonathan, worked there also. And, like  me, 
Jonathan felt that he belonged in every way possible  to Harrow Arts Centre  in Hatch End 
also.

As the song by Elton John goes, I was in a 'Circle of Life.' And I played, performed and 
watched the  'Lion King' wherever I went, with Stephanie  and at Cherry Lane Primary 
School in the London Borough of Hillingdon. Once again, I was intertwined. And all this 
occurred within the  London Boroughs of Harrow and Hillingdon, to which I owe my whole 
life. Though many a family song was sung in my flat in Northolt also. And some of these 
songs, like  'Cabaret', were also very political and legal statements. And though some of 
these songs had very sad endings, I still loved them, regardless. As it states in the Bible 
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'One  cannot serve  both God and money.' And I was freely serving music. And this love 
remains so. And this is an eternal, unspoken love with my musical family. And in some 
legal cases, my lips are sealed.

After having walked out of Arts my father decided that I should advertise for a nice 
lodger. So our advert went into the  local sweet shop. And Dr Anita Bhaduri responded to 
this  advert. She was on Sabbatical from India and worked as a pathologist at 
Hammersmith Hospital. She was looking for a nice, decent and respectable  landlady. And 
within moments, Anita had moved in. Anita always said the following about me: 'I was a 
lodger when I moved in and now I'm your friend.' And that is true as Dr Anita Bhaduri is 
still my friend to this  very day. And though she  has returned to India, and I have remained 
in England, distance  has never ever parted our friendship from 1988 to the present day. 
And Anita and I are  as close as ever. Anita was in my home when I worked for Ballet 
Rambert School, my father and British Airways and 'Hope' and Ric and Naomi. Which was 
a 'Moment in Time' which was 'Unforgettable.' As my friendship between Anita, an Indian 
Doctor, and me  was priceless. Anita was a lodger that became  my friend, forever. And 
Anita became  very fond of my father and stepmother and Ric and Naomi, and they too 
became very fond of Anita. She had been accepted by my family and they included Anita 
in all of our family functions and outings and meals.

Anita and I also visited Windsor, Hampton Court, Kew Gardens -  with my neighbour Kerry 
- Oxford, Bath and my father's caravan in Bournemouth,. Anita loved the English flowers, 
especially daffodils, which were  all over the  greens and roundabouts by my home in 
Northolt. And Anita just loved my father's  gardens. We shared some  wonderful moments 
together. 

And I was shocked by the  following: In some  restaurants, the  proprietors would only serve 
me and not Anita. So Anita said to  me  'Shirley you are  going to sit and eat your meal. 
And I am going to sit and watch you eat your meal, alone.' Then, I would pay my bill and 
both Anita and I walked out, together. And both Anita and I watched together Sir Richard 
Attenborough's film about Gandhi. And like my step mother, we also felt sick. As these 
racist attacks went totally against my parents’ teachings. I had given Anita, an Indian 
Doctor, a home and we were now friends, against all the odds.

Anita led me onto Indian cuisine, like Dahl with rice  and Chicken Tikka Masala. And she 
used to cook delicious Indian meals every day in my home. So I learnt about the  Indian 
culture and their way of life.

And every evening we shared together, Anita and I would make a bed time drink and 
then we would just talk and talk. And Anita knitted me a cream wool jumper during these 
evenings. And every morning I would wake Anita up with fruit teas before  going to work 
every day.
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And upon leaving, I gave  Anita some English items including a gold key charm. As Anita, I 
felt had put me back together again over Arts  and therefore she held the  key to my heart. 
And my father gave Anita a miniature cat sofa as a parting gift which she still has. And I 
still have  some Indian clothes and an Indian silver necklace  that Anita had given me. We 
had exchanged Indian and English gifts. Two worlds, two women, two minds, and one 
friendship. Where East meets West.

One  lifetime moment between an Indian doctor and a European music teacher, sharing 
the same home. Which turned into one lifetime friendship.
 
As far as I was concerned, Anita was a successful woman in her own right. She was an 
Indian doctor, a mother and a wife  and a friend and very family orientated. What more 
could a woman want? And Anita had become welcomed by my family also. Anita was a 
very great friend and counsellor. And like Robert Young, they were my best counsellors. 
And they were both very wise Indian people who, unlike  others, stuck through both the 
good and bad times. And that constitutes a friend. They just kept coming back, just like  I 
did and will continue to do so with Norman Higgins.

Robert Young based his psychology of me  on my dreams, which confounded and 
confused the  issue, as they always foretold the  truth, just like Andrew Lloyd Webber's 
Musical 'Joseph,' who also was a dreamer. And Robert Young took my dreams very 
seriously. One  such dream was a set of recurring dreams that I had as a child when my 
parents were alive. They were  a set of living nightmares. In these dreams were the  Baker 
family. Mr Baker wanted to cook my family in the oven. He  would drive them away in his 
white van complete with bars, while laughing all the  way. And I would be standing alone. I 
would call out to my family but they couldn't or wouldn't hear me. I told Mr Baker in these 
dreams that I would fight him with my whole  being to  get my family back. And then these 
recurring dreams seemingly stopped. But not to me did they ever stop.

And then, in moved Gwen Marshall, a Jamaican lady, who had just bought the  flat 
underneath mine. And I used to love  playing and teaching the  piano piece (solo and duet 
version) called 'Jamaican Rumba,' together with Calypsos and all Latin American music. 
Also I would play hymns which Gwen would sing to whilst I accompanied her on the 
Steinway. Gwen was the most devout Christian lady I had ever met, alongside Sharon 
Angell. And Gwen was another very powerful woman in her own right, and in my life. In 
fact,  Gwen and I also spent endless hours  talking. And Gwen also was very fond of my 
father and his gardens. Gwen was always in our gardens in Floriston Court, and would 
water her plants at 6 o'clock in the  morning! And one  day she  decided to dig up our 
entire  front garden hedge with her bare  hands! And when she  wasn't gardening, either in 
her own back garden or in mine adjoining back garden, Gwen would either sew or read 
the  Bible and attend church. And between us, we reared all the children in the Court, 
including Grace  and Samuel (whom I always dearly loved and taught) while  their parents 
worked, as by then my musical hours had become  flexible. Gwen also raised Tony, her 
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Nephew, who would, much later on, buy Gwen's  flat and move in himself. And the  rest is 
history, never to be repeated. But my Steinway, which I had humanised, heard it and 
played it all! And, like  me, my Steinway still holds and keeps those  secrets for evermore. 
And if my Steinway would speak, it would have a tale  to tell. However those  tales are  the 
keys of time, which only the  Hollaender Steinway plays, for evermore. And Gwen and 
Tony heard me play those keys of time. There  is nothing like  a song and dance. I saved 
myself for this.

I nursed Gwen when she  became very ill. And became her voluntary carer, in every sense 
of the word. And I loved Gwen. And then Tony moved in, and his mother was the Mayor 
of Harrow. In some ways these  three  people became  my whole life  as we were all involved 
in each other's lives, actually from the very word 'Go!' And Tony's family became my 
family also.

Tony allowed me to teach my piano pupils every Sunday on my Steinway. A lot of them 
were my neighbours' children. And I loved being a community piano teacher. And I do 
feel that some of my neighbours' children will hit it very big. Sometimes Tony himself 
would tell them off if they needed putting in place. And if Tony or Gwen disliked a pupil 
or singers or instrumentalists, all their musical and DIY skills would be  turned up at such 
decibels  of sound that those  pupils or singers or instrumentalists would never return. And 
I had to explain to my pupils that I couldn't say anything to Tony or Gwen as that was 
their home and garden also. But if Tony and Gwen liked the music, then everyone was 
allowed to listen to themselves play and think, including the Steinway! As Gwen once said 
to me: 'You can play your Steinway, Shirley, but don't bring the  whole house down with 
you!' And then Tony ended up decorating my whole house, as  that was his trade, and he 
sorted me and my Steinway out also. And I hope  that sometimes he  enjoyed listening to 
me play the Steinway. But that, I will never entirely know! Silence is golden!

And some  things no one will ever get out of me. I too have had secret loves. And as the 
song and dance in 'Cabaret' goes: 'Don't tell Mama...Mum's The Word.' And there  lies 
my God. I've married myself to these things, forever.

Because I was searching for God's answers, especially over the Holocaust, I had a stint at 
various churches. Though never really settled at any one place. But I do enjoy church 
music and believe in the  power of prayer. But also believe that any music contains the 
power of prayer and that music is the very soul and essence of God, whatever our 
religious faith. There are many ways to  climb a mountain; there  are  many ways to get to 
God. And God is  love and music and faith and prayer and 'Hope'. And that constitutes all 
religious worship. 

But if that is Pamela's idea of Christianity, then I will not be following her flock of sheep, 
ever again. As I will always love  my family and won't leave  them in order to serve  her 
God, which is not my way of serving God. As charity begins in the home, in my book. And 
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I have always played 'A Song for Guy' and always will. And no God will ever split up my 
loving family or my loving relationships or my loving friendships, and who and what is 
Pamela? She  is nothing but a fraud and a public disgrace! It is disgraceful behaviour! 
Cabaret a La Comica! Alongside  her flock of sheep. And what can Arts  do? Nothing! And 
every 'Song for Guy' is my religious prayer and this  love will always remain so, regardless. 
Because at the very heart of Jewish faith is  the  family. And this is  my God, by way of 
serving my family and true friends, forever. And to help the  genuine poor, and protecting 
the  cause of the  child and animals ad infinitum. We were put on this  earth to talk to God 
and help others, including animals, irrespective of belief or faith.
Though any Walt Disney song teaches faith for all ages. And all music is a prayer, and 
Walt Disney's films hold the  key to religion being love and music. And if we all said 'sorry' 
genuinely and from the heart, there  would be no more  war. And I have never left music 
and 'A Song for Guy'  and there lies my God. There is nothing like  a song and dance. And 
God is love, for everyone. 'Life is a Cabaret, and when I go, I'm going like Elsie!'

Though out of my contact with churches and Stella Mann and the Compass Theatre in 
Hillingdon followed my piano lessons with Norman Higgins, who, like myself, remained 
living in Northolt. I really started having lessons with Norman because  I wanted to 
improve my improvisation and composition skills for my music work with children. And 
within months I performed my composition, called 'It's  Party Time' based on the Yugoslav 
War at the Compass Theatre, and which was performed by Cherry Lane Primary School 
and accompanied by my Chinese Grade 8 piano pupil, Jaede  Tan. And this  was part of 
Norman's own recital concert at this  theatre. What struck me about this performance was 
that Jaede who was extremely wealthy and went to private school humbled himself in 
such a wonderful way in order to engage  himself with poor children from a state  school 
called Cherry Lane. And I will never ever forget how Jade  accompanied these  children in 
such a nice and friendly way. Thus mixing once  again a wealthy child with poor children. 
And I really respected Jaede in the  way that he mixed with poor children. And if I have 
achieved that, then my life has been worthwhile. Because I have  taught wealthy children 
to help poor children. And Jaede's parents and his  brother, Deon, whom I also taught, 
watched and listened very proudly to Jaede's piano accompaniment. And my stepmother 
also came to this concert and apparently there  was not a dry eye  in the audience. As I had 
written a song based on a tune from Cabaret in 'It's Party Time' stating: 'If we all did 
something to help someone, it would make  the world much better.' And Jaede was 
already proving that point. As this was once again my political vision on life.

And then followed my 'Crotchets in Love' CD, incorporating 'Hope' which was taught, 
compiled and recorded by Norman Higgins. And Norman was undoubtedly my best 
teacher. And narrated by Linden Sanders who worked at the same Prep School in the 
Borough of Hillingdon with David my PGCE mentor. And David, Linden and I remain the 
best of friends to this very day. Especially as Linden and I share the same love and artistic 
and political vision for 'Cabaret.' And both David and Linden have  become my lifelong 
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friends: There  is nothing like a song and dance, especially in my beautifully 
choreographed version of 'Cabaret!'

My father had died during my PGCE training. And just before  my father died we  uttered 
together the following conversation:

'Dad, when you die I will have  lost my backbone  and best friend.' To which he  replied 'I 
would like  you to carry on in the way that I have  taught you and to always be  happy.' And 
so I have. And Gaby Silver, from my stepmother's  family, turned the tables on everyone 
and greatly helped me by being there for me when it really mattered.

And we formed even a closer friendship when my father died. And even though Gaby 
was a German Catholic and I was a German Jew she  became a very true and loyal friend 
and helped to mend my broken heart. Once again I felt very alone and very frightened. 
But Gaby and her children were  there  for me  when it really mattered. And in a way, I 
made  my peace  with Germany over my relationship with Gaby. And I mourned over 
becoming an orphan at the  age  of 33. But I got up and decided to  return to my PGCE 
training as  a secondary school music teacher thus fulfilling my parents' wishes to 'carry on 
and make something of my life.' But I will never ever forget Gaby's humane kindness 
when I lost my father. And I owe Gaby my heartfelt thanks for being my very loyal German 
friend in my greatest time  of need. This expression of kindness I will never ever forget, 
and Gaby will always hold a very special place  in my heart. She  was, and will always 
remain, my true and loyal friend alongside  her children. So 'Thank you Gaby Silver, for 
everything. Love always, Shirley Salzedo x . ' 
And I miss Gaby Silver too.

And all I have is an artistic temperament!

My only other true and loyal church friends were of the  Catholic faith, (and Gaby Silver 
was a German Catholic) also Norman and Jean Higgins and John Chambers and Beccy 
Salmon. And John Chambers  owned nothing but a golden heart. He  was Irish and was 
always very protective of me, whether I was out walking, on buses, at work and at church 
etc. and he  attended all of my concerts. John Chambers was very protective, was always 
on the defence, knew everything, and was on the  right and just side  of the  law where I 
was concerned. And he saw me as I really was - good, kind, gifted and respectful and with 
honour and always right. He would nickname me  'Shirley Bassey'! 'Here  comes Shirley 
Bassey!' He  would always say! John knew me and saw the real Shirley. We were  so close 
that we fought and they died for each other. But sadly he died soon after my father died. 
And once again I had lost love. However,  sometimes I still feel John's presence. And all 
John had was himself. Yet in heaven his heart will be richer than anyone's  as  he  owned 
truth and righteousness and faith. John Chambers  was my own personal Angel. He fought 
my case  and won. And that is true love, for eternity. And now, John Chambers dwells with 
his God and his one and only love, Ruth.
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After John's death I found it hard to reconcile. Because as John Chambers seemingly had 
nothing to offer but himself the church didn't help either of us. However they too were 
sleeping in adulterous beds -  all of them. We gave more than the  church ever gave to us.  
So I threw my heart and soul into teaching. And I made my work my Church. My friend 
Beccy Salmon helped me with my PGCE (which was based at Trent Park, Middlesex 
University) and offered  me  work as a piano teacher at two Prep Schools within the 
London Borough of Hillingdon. And Beccy launched my career as a successful teacher. 
And in her heart, Beccy was more  of a Christian than the church, as she  helped a poor 
orphan in her time of need, without judgement. And I asked for no money from anyone 
other than that which I honestly and cleanly earned, without bribery from a Dotty Watts 
that refused to acknowledge unrequited love. And Dotty Watts to me was likened to 
Andrew Lloyd Webber's portrayal in his production of Dorothy's witch in the  'Wizard of 
Oz.'  As Dorothy also fought the  wicked witch for her red dancing shoes that possessed 
magical powers, and, like myself, Dorothy never caused any harm to human or animal life. 
And there  is a link to Liza Minnelli in 'Cabaret' and Judy Garland in 'The Wizard of Oz.' 
They will be forever remembered for fame, not fortune. And, like  Jesus, I will be 
remembered for being a brilliant teacher. And Dotty Watts will be remembered for being 
unwanted and unloved and unsuccessful in every way. And I was  cross that Dotty Watts 
blamed an innocent teenager/school girl who had just lost her mum - and who shone like 
a light.  After all, Dotty Watts was a consenting adult and it takes two to Tango. What kind 
of teacher is  that? And Claire is nothing but a big fat pig! And Claire  and Irene and Pam 
are as just like the  song goes 'A Puppet on a String.'  They all wasted their monies, when 
instead of bribery and corruption and fraud and libel, they should have  decorated, tidied 
and improved and done  their own homes up, which definitely lacked love and lustre! And 
they all lived in a complete mess! What a silly state of affairs! And then there is  silly Sarah 
and stupid Shirley. Who also lived in a complete  mess! And they all mean absolutely 
nothing to me! And at this  time I felt the loss of my family, all for the sake  of money, which 
is 'the root of all evil.' And I became  a famous piano teacher because of Beccy Salmon. 
And at this point of time I had nothing also. And with my bare and honest hands I built up 
a sparkling career as a music/piano teacher and accompanist. And my musical work 
friends, including Martin, the  Head Cook from Harrow Arts Centre, always made sure  I ate 
a decent meal every day as I had no food in my home, and for which I willingly worked for 
in return. And I know that my parents would be very proud of their only daughter. As  my 
qualifications were  now Music BA (Hons) PGCE & LGSM. And 'I did it my way.' There is 
nothing like  a song and dance. The Church had failed and betrayed me and John 
Chambers, and including my family and my step family. They were, all of them, false 
friends, who stabbed me in the  back. And my Dad is now lying dead and buried in his 
grave -  over everything. And there is  blood on everyone's adulterous hands for causing 
the  deaths of innocent, loving lives. Including 'Cabaret' and musically dramatic artists  - 
song and dance and my father.
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And everyone is acted out in 'Guys and Dolls,' which is  usually screened around Christmas 
time.

But 'Life is a Cabaret. And when I go I'm going like Elsie.' And there lies my music and my 
God and my song and dance, and my work with children. And my 'Song for Guy!'

And what truly remains for all eternity is true  love. 'Crotchets in Love,' incorporating 
'Hope' for Hope for the whole wide world. And 'Crotchets in Love' is  all about a musical 
family of notes who live inside a grand piano house (my family Steinway).

'There's No Business Like Show Business,' from Annie Get Your Gun. The  show goes on, 
whatever, and regardless of a Dotty old maid. But true love remains, throughout all 
eternity, regardless. 'Life is a Cabaret! And when I go I'm going like Elsie.' There  is 
nothing like a song and dance. And I have been taught by expert musicians and I now am 
an expert teacher who teaches expert pupils in a moralistic way. And I have revoked 
everything to dedicate  my life to teaching. And that's why John Chambers fought for  me, 
and won, as I had promised Ruth that I would give everything to her daughter. And John 
Chambers  and Ruth won as nothing could destroy their love for each other, not even 
death. And though I loved John Chambers, I knew that his heart was elsewhere. But my 
loves remain and no one can destroy my loves either. As no one  can ever split up loving 
relations or loving relationships or loving friendships.

Not even potty Dotty or big fat Claire  who buys the 'souls and bodies of men.'  All for 
unrequited love. And we  can never be friends now. Because  my Dad is lying dead and 
buried in his  grave, over everything. But God is love, for everyone  good, which is 
'Crotchets  in Love.' And when I put harmony to melody together, that is love, 'Crotchets 
in Love.' There is nothing like  a song and dance. 'Life  is a Cabaret. And when I go I'm 
going like  Elsie!' With my loved ones and a whole string of children around me. As my 
stepmother used to say to me: 'There is a place  for an honourable  single woman, Shirley, 
who has dedicated her life  to being a mother and teacher to other people's children.' 
And who has freely given others 'Hope.' And I will always play 'A Song for Guy.' Out of 
humane love.

And like  Jesus, I too am a very great teacher. And like  Mary Poppins I too enjoy being a 
fun nanny to children. And we know when to stay and when to leave. And what remains? 
Love. 'Crotchets in Love.' And 'Crotchets in Love' is  an educational programme  about a 
musical family of notes who live inside my family Steinway Grand Piano and 'Hope' for 
Hope for the whole wide  world, irrespective of belief and faith. And at all times the child 
comes first,  as they know all the  answers on how to live in perfect harmony. And like  the 
film 'Bugsy Malone,' it is children that are  our rulers, from around the  world. As children 
have  all the answers on how to live, and this fact is also Biblical. They kiss  and make up. 
We need to look at life through a child's eyes. There is always a reason for a child being 
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as they are. And it is for a teacher to turn the  ordinary child into the extraordinary child. 
And that is what teaching is all about in my Book.

And through my counselling work with my pupils  I have always given a child a voice. For it 
is out of the  mouths of babes that comes the  truth. And I would encourage a child's 
freedom of speech and honesty. And I will not discuss with anyone what any child has told 
me in confidence, under any circumstance. And some  secrets will die  with me. But one 
day, Mrs Tan, the  mother of my two Chinese pupils said to me 'Shirley, I know that you 
never say anything about anyone  else, to anyone else, but you need to know that your 
pupils all know each other and that they are  forever discussing your lessons with each 
other!' To which I replied 'you need to realise that I will always teach my children!' And the 
answer to this? 'My God Shirley! I'm not going to always be  making you fresh fruit salad 
for every lesson for evermore am I?' To which I replied 'Yes you are going to be forever 
making me my favourite  pudding at every lesson!' Then we  both laughed! And I do think 
that as a piano teacher, you need to be a friend to your children and their families. And 
just like  music is an international language, food is also an international language. 'If 
music be the food of love, play on.'

I would now like  to discuss my interconnection with food and music, both being from 
around the world. Because food and music are the key elements in any international 
society. And both of these  started with my parents and grandmothers. And Emma used to 
take Naomi Cadesky and me out for meals. And the three of us frequented the Swiss 
Centre, Leicester Square, where we enjoyed many a mouth-watering cheese and 
chocolate  fondue. Because we have always, as a family and step family, practised 
hospitality and music.

We were a family of cooks and were  always entertaining friends and family, including both 
of my grandmothers. And the Steinway was the focal point of these functions and was 
played by my brother, Jonathan and me. And my piano teacher, Howard Arman 
(Jonathan's  friend) taught me on this piano whilst eating supper, which my mother always 
made  for Howard whenever he taught me to play on the Steinway. Then, my pupils too 
always fed and watered  me  when I taught them to play on their pianos in their own 
beautifully Architectural homes. And I learnt, through my pupils' magnificent homes, 
about 'Architecture being the Mother of the Arts.' I taught in palatial stately homes.

And there  are benefits for pupils learning to play on their own piano in beautiful 
surroundings and having their teacher have  delicious home cooked international meals! 
And as Martha Hollaender taught and played Bridge in people's English homes during 
the  war, so I taught and played the piano in people's homes. And both of us used our 
own two feet, public transport and posh car lifts in order to do this! And Martha had 
predicted this fact about me  and my life  when she was alive. Just like  Martha had 
predicted the second world war which was why she  bravely brought her family to their 
safety and freedom, alone. 
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For all of these moments  come  without a price  tag. And it is these  momentous occasions 
that I would like to mention now:

When my mother died I had to cook for my family whilst studying for my Grade  8 piano 
and O-levels. Then my grandmother, Emma, and my brother, Ric, would cook at the 
weekends, thus releasing me to go to music school. And when my father remarried, my 
stepmother cooked and I tried to help her. So l learnt to entertain and cook for large 
parties and functions. And then when my father died my pupils’ parents all cooked for 
me.

And I taught every nationality and faith possible  and sat around their supper tables and 
attended their celebratory functions. 

At the heart of this, I taught the  Jewish community. Sara and her sister would invite  me to 
Friday night Seder, Passover, Chanukah and their children's  bat mitzvahs. And they also 
invited me to their grand families' fireworks parties, at which their children (my pupils) and  
I always played the piano, danced and sang together. These occasions had the feel of 
Victorian parlour evenings. Also I attended their children's performances and was very 
proud of being their teacher and family friend. And their children, I feel, will all also go 
into some form of the  Arts, professionally. And Russell and I would sing and play all the 
musical repertoire  together and I really enjoyed accompanying him, especially when 
performing 'Fiddler on the  Roof.' These were precious moments. Alongside Debbie who 
also invited me to her daughter's bat mitzvah -  and I had a very soft spot for Jessica, and 
loved being her teacher and friend. Jessica and her family will always hold a very special 
place in my heart. I will always remember sitting on a park bench in Stanmore  Priory 
watching the cows wander free and the birds and ducks swimming in the lakes before 
giving Jessica a piano lesson, as her home backed onto the  Priory. Then one  day I went 
on a walk with Jessica and her family in Stanmore Priory to see the deer roam free, 
followed by a mouth-watering Jewish meal. Also having other Jewish meals out. And 
there were  others. And they cooked Jewish meals for me. I felt a part of the Jewish 
Community.  And I volunteered my piano playing at the local Synagogues. Thus 
rekindling my love  for the Jewish people. And I became far more than a piano teacher. I 
was a family friend. And I taught Jewish music and songs and dances to these pupils. 
Because the Jewish family is vitally important as is food and music to the Jews and to me!

I would also be seen watching the birds and ducks in Pinner Park and Ruislip (my birth 
place) whilst reading books that my pupils had given  me (usually about the wars, as I 
have  an very great knowledge  about the wars) or walking around this  beautiful area, 
including Northwood and Moor Park whilst gaping at the Mansions and their well-kept, 
beautiful gardens. As my knowledge  of these places stems from my father's  ‘mini Kew 
Gardens' and homes. Before my teaching sessions had begun I used to walk around these 
scenic areas. Or attending pupils’ concerts  and productions. Or going for meals/coffee. I 
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was a reputable  figure  in the Middlesex/Hertfordshire areas. And I was a very well-known 
local teacher and pianist. Everyone knew me.

And out of my work for the Jewish people and Synagogues came my encounter with Judi 
Herman. And Judi interviewed me and my brother Ric on Radio 4’s  Home Truths 
Programme, with the  late  John Peel over the Hollaender's  Steinway Grand Piano, which 
was by then in my flat in Northolt. This Broadcast can be heard on my Website: 
www.magicpiano.co.uk. Where  the Steinway Article can also be found - in my blog (and 
which Naomi Cadesky, my cousin, greatly helped me  with, together with Russell - and 
they were all Jews!) 

Then there  was Homa and her family. She was a Persian. And I do feel that Persian rice is 
the  best in the  world. They were  Baha'is. And I ate  Persian food every time I taught their 
children. They were  the  cleanest people I knew and were of a gentle  and peaceful faith. I 
even played the piano at a Baha’i wedding and witnessed some wonderful live  Arabian 
music. And I played the piano at some of their Baha’i functions. And I do feel that this 
faith is all about love  and finding one's own relationship with God. They were the most 
peaceful and loving people I have ever met. And their children were very musical. And 
though they went through the exam system their heart was for free  classical and pop 
music. And I taught them what they wanted to learn, because a child will only practise 
what they want to play. So I would give  children music that they wanted to play which 
they in turn would willingly practise. And it is all about playing the  piano and playing, 
singing and dancing to music that my pupils choose to learn and listen to. As I would 
always play the piano to all of my children/pupils  so that they could listen to live piano 
playing. As by listening to the  piano being played, live, that's how one  really learns. And 
a teacher shouldn't teach if they can't play what they are teaching. And I would willingly 
play and teach anything and everything. And Eamonn could have gone  on TV in the way 
that he  played 'Clocks' and Amy's playing of 'Fur Elise' was totally professional and 
played with unrivalled musical feeling. 

And, through Homa, I taught some of her Indian friends. And though they also went 
through the  exam system, I taught them how to sing and play Indian songs on the  piano. 
They were of the Hindu and Zen faith.  And I also sampled some wonderful home Indian 
cooking and watched their grandmother sit cross legged on a griddle, to make bread, 
and all of these things were priceless.

And I have also played at an Indian Sikh wedding.

Whilst Mubina's children were Muslims. And again I tasted some  wonderful home 
cooking. And her children were the  most beautiful children I had ever seen, and both of 
them possessed film star looks and manners. And Mubina's family and I shared many a 
heartfelt prayer together.
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Whilst the Asquith family whose family originated from the Prime  Minister, Asquith, 
became very dear to my heart. Sarah and David were like my own children. And I became 
very close  to the  Asquith family. We became very close  friends. And though their children 
went through the Exam system I remember teaching Sarah 'My Heart Will Go On' from 
Titanic & Michael Jackson Songs and David 'The Entertainer.' And David and I would play 
Scott Joplin's  'Entertainer' after every piano pupils' concert.  And that sums up my 
feelings for the Asquith family for evermore. They were devout Christians who fed and 
watered me also. And I played at their glittering family parties. And they were  friends with 
the  Zietmans who were Jews and they also fed and watered me, and who were  the 
inspiration for my 'Crotchets in Love' CD. As their daughter Zoe  had drawn a picture for 
me called 'Piano is Love,' after one of her piano lessons with me, which resulted in my 
composition, 'Crotchets in Love.' There is nothing like a song and dance.

And the Sammes children could have  both gone  onto the concert platform, together with 
Deon and Jaede Tan (who were Buddhists), and who also could both have  gone onto the 
concert platform. 

I guess that I poured out everything I knew to these  children, regardless of time or money. 
I dedicated my whole  life to these children and taught them everything I knew. I also 
counselled them and became their family friend.

(More about these pupils later, as they deserve more).

And a lot of these  above  mentioned piano pupils came out of my work for Beccy Salmon 
when we both worked at two famous and excellent Prep Schools within the  London 
Borough of Hillingdon. And Beccy and I had a mutual friend and teacher called Rilla. They 
both helped me  with my PGCE at Middlesex University together with David, my PGCE 
Mentor and Linden and Clive  who were from another Prep School within the London 
Borough of Hillingdon. Whilst I was working as a dance pianist for Harrow Arts Centre and 
was living on Martin's meals. And these  people lifted me out of my misery for having lost 
my father smack bang in the  middle  of my teacher training. And though my father had 
died, my career seemed to be taking off with these above mentioned friends.

And around that time, Norman Higgins became  my piano/organ teacher and friend. And 
Norman encouraged my musical skills  and because of Norman, I seemed to be 
developing as a budding composer.  I had a stint of composing at Dartington but it was 
Norman that drew all of my skills out of me. Thereafter, I wrote three  Children's 
Educational CDs with Norman which were called 'Crotchets in Love,' and 'Snippets' and 
'Simply Shirley.' And I performed at many of Norman's concerts and on church occasions. 
Whilst my PGCE friends, and also Norman, were  encouraging my teaching and 
accompanying skills. And my music work was flourishing due  to these  above mentioned 
people as they had all given me 'Hope,' by befriending  me  when I felt very alone and 
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very frightened. And once again, I made my music work my Church. I was in a 'Circle  of 
Life,' from around the world.

And during my PGCE work, I re-met Rilla, through Beccy Salmon, a former teacher of 
mine. I spent a whole fortnight during that summer with Rilla and Shirlaw and we met up 
every day during my PGCE studies, in her lovely home. And she  helped me  with my 
PGCE and my music, and we  enjoyed some wonderful family meals together. Rilla had a 
beautiful singing voice and I loved to accompany her on the piano. And even to this day I 
still support her singing and for the  Stanmore  Choral Society. Rilla and her family 
befriended me after my father's death. And we  all remain to this day the best of musical 
friends.

And after having graduated with my PGCE, I remained working for a while  at these  two 
Prep Schools within the  London Borough of Hillingdon. Until a very fine and reputable 
piano teacher called Heather recommended me to play for an Adult Education choir and 
Cherry Lane  Primary School which were again both within the  London Borough of 
Hillingdon.

And I still loved, played and taught the following pieces of music: The Entertainer & Rags, 
Jazz, Pop, Shows, Waltzes, World/Folk Music and Walt Disney, songs and ballet/dance 
music. And, of course, all 'Cabaret' music!  Together with Edith Piaf/French Cabaret 
Songs. There is nothing like a song and dance. 

And whilst my favourite musical is 'Cabaret', though Ric's favourite musical is 'West Side 
Story.' Although I really love  this  also, together with Bernstein's 'Chichester Psalms.' And I 
was for ever playing 'Cabaret' and Bernstein's music at Dartington whilst shunning and 
defying the purists. And most of my pupils became Light Music and Jazz experts. (Though 
I also gave everyone  an all-round Classical technique). Largely because  they heard me 
play these musical styles from the very word 'Go.' 

And my finest Jazz pianists were  Thomas and Aisling. And Aisling had been dancing to 
my music at Stephanie's ballet school since  Babies class  and then took piano lessons  and 
exams with me  and thereafter with Norman Higgins.  As both Thomas and Aisling, have a 
natural feel for playing Jazz piano. And both children's parents  befriended me. I had met 
some of my best musical and lifelong friends.  And Howard Arman, my own piano teacher 
had taught me as a child to 'feel' Jazz and Light Music.  And both Thomas and Aisling will 
become very great Jazz musicians one day.

You have to want to practise and play the  piano in order to succeed. And that love  has to 
come from within. And if you were  meant to be  a pianist, you will become one, regardless 
of outside influences and peer pressure. 'Que Sera Sera, the future's not ours  to see. 
What will be, will be!' I am a great fatalist, really!
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Though I also still loved Schumann's Piano Concerto & Beethoven's 4th Piano Concerto & 
Clara Schumann's teachings, Mozart's, Brahms' & Beethoven's music and  character. And 
Faure/Debussy songs, and all German Lieder etc. and I mastered the  art of playing 
Mendelssohn’s Songs Without Words. And these were  all German and French 
Composers!

But I still hold the  theory that as Schumann wrote  his  beautiful piano concerto for a 
woman, Clara Schumann, who was a famous piano teacher herself, that Schumann's Piano 
Concerto can only really be played by a woman. And one day I will prove this point.

And though I will always love  Opera, especially Beethoven's 'Fidelio' and Smetana’s 'The 
Bartered Bride,' and Bizet's 'Carmen,' there  is still nothing like  a song and dance  to me, in 
all musical song and dance  styles possible. And of course  that includes all 'Cabaret' 
music.

I basically love  all types of music, meaning anything that has a good tune! And I know 
how to play, teach and sight read all types of music, convincingly, meaning anything that 
has a good tune!

And my pupils also went through the Associated Board and Guildhall piano exams 
system. And I taught from beginner level to Grade  8 and Music Scholars. Whilst 
accompanying them on their other instruments, song and dance, for concerts, shows, 
festivals and exams. And some of my pupils performed at the Ruislip Northwood Festivals 
where  I too had won cups for performing as a child. And I also supported my pupils' other 
productions, concerts and performances, etc. And I became a very famous local musician 
and teacher. And some of these children went on to very great things. And I lived totally 
for my work and was totally dedicated to Music and the  Arts. And I feel that by being a 
children's teacher and pianist, which is vitally important work, that I have done  something 
very great with my life. And that all of this has been totally worthwhile.

But all of this knowledge stood me in very good stead. Especially for my Degree and 
PGCE and LGSM and when I started accompanying a choir for Adult Education, London 
Borough of Hillingdon. And my knowledge  of Medieval and Baroque  music stemmed 
from my brother, Jonathan, who specialised in this field as a Harpsichordist and Medieval 
and Baroque Orchestral Conductor. As I had heard Jonathan practise all of this music 
every day. Whilst as a family we had attended all of Jonathan's concerts until he  settled in 
the  USA. And I took Harpsichord lessons at Dartington and was taught by Roy Truby, a 
pupil of Leonhart's. Therefore I knew very well how to play this style of music.

So this knowledge  all came back to  me  during my choir accompanying days as Chris (the 
conductor) was an expert musical purist. And I enjoyed playing for this Baroque/Classical 
Choir for rehearsals and concerts, within the  London Borough of Hillingdon. However, out 
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of this choral piano accompanying work I was offered work as a pianist at Cherry Lane 
Primary School, London Borough of Hillingdon. And I remain there to this very same day.

At Cherry Lane, I was given the  freedom to develop myself musically,  by the  Head 
teacher, Steve  Whitehouse. And just as Sharon Angell was my best singing partner, and 
Stephanie Bell was my best dance  partner, so Steve  was my best drama and music 
partner. And Steve and I directed together 'The Jungle  Book' and we just clicked 
artistically and musically speaking. As Steve  has created a very conducive, relaxed and 
friendly and fun working atmosphere  in order for me to grow and develop musically. And 
he  has given me a free hand. And my choir, which I formed from scratch, was given adult 
music, like  Grease  and Mama Mia, and Joseph etc.  (together with Whole School and 
Nursery Productions  & Concerts & Assemblies & Competitions & outside  Performances & 
Christmas Services & Community work and Lessons) in order for them to all sound like 
adult professionals. I also play Andrew Lloyd Webber's. Musicals to  my Nursery children. 
Especially 'Phantom Of The Opera, Cats and Joseph,'' etc. And I was given a lot of help 
and support by all the  staff but namely by my most loyal friends, being Steve, Sarah and 
Nicola also Zareen (whom it seems as though I have known forever) and all of the  faithful 
Nursery staff. I became their sole and official pianist and music teacher for everything. 
Also, I enjoyed working and dealing with every single  teacher and pupil in the whole 
school. And these friends, that I worked with and for, remain to this very day. As I believe 
in the training of professionals and not in the  training of amateurs, in all of my work with 
children (and adults). There  is a big attitude  difference when training Professionals and 
not Amateurs. Anyone can excel in Music and the Arts if they look the part, and if they 
work hard. As my Headmistress would always say 'determination is half the battle.' And as 
this  is a poor school, I feel that I am in the  right place to help poor children become  stars. 
And together with my work, as a music teacher in their Nursery department, my 
knowledge stems from my parents' nursery schools,  and their ethos on life. And my CD 
'Simply Shirley' was commissioned by Cherry Lane's Nursery department, and Steve. It is 
available on my Website: www.magicpiano.co.uk 

Therefore, Cherry Lane and Stephanie's Ballet School have become  my Church and my 
mission in life. And though I am now in a wheelchair I still play the piano for them and for 
their Nursery department. 'Life  is  a Cabaret, and when I go I'm going like Elsie', with my 
song and dance, Stephanie's ballet school and Cherry Lane! And there lies my God. And 
as these  two schools remain forever, I will still cause music and mischief, forever! Because 
as they believe in me, I believe  in them, and all of my pupils  -  rich and poor alike! From 
around the world, irrespective  of belief or faith! Including my playing 'A Song for Guy!' 
Forever more!

And the best Christmas time is at Cherry Lane. I would enjoy playing the  piano for all of 
the  Christmas Shows/Plays, Christingle  Services, Carol Concerts, Nursery Christmas 
Celebrations, Community Christmas Carols, and St Martin's Church Christmas Service and 
Concerts for the  Whole  School (sometimes combined with other Schools). Together with 
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playing at Staff Pantomimes and having Christmas Meals. And on occasions to join in with 
Karen and her family for Christmas Day and meals  in their beautiful homes in the country. 
There was no other sense  of Christmas Community than at Cherry Lane. And I really felt 
the  presence of God during Christmas at Cherry Lane as the children sensed this magical 
period by portraying the  Nativity Story with lighted up eyes and faces. There  is a spirit of 
Christmas through the  children at Cherry Lane. And all the  staff, children, parents, families 
and friends would join together at this Festive  Season, regardless of faith or belief. Cherry 
Lane presented the true spirit of Christmas, for everyone. Together with card and present 
giving, Christmas meals and parties, and putting up Christmas trees  and decorations, 
obviously! But the  true  meaning of Christmas was at Cherry Lane, through Steve 
Whitehouse, the Head Teacher. There was Jesus, with these poor children at Cherry Lane.

And there was a bond between me and all the  staff and children when I played the piano 
for School Productions and Shows, etc. A bond that will never cease.

And one  other good thing that came  out of my working at Cherry Lane  was my work with 
Special Needs children. And my theory is  that if you teach these children in mainstream 
education, also the  piano and music, in the same way as any other child and believe  in 
them, then they will achieve  just as much and sometimes better than mainstream children. 
It is how you treat children (and animals) that matters. As Special Needs children generally 
work harder in order to catch everyone else up. And they too can achieve excellent 
results. I don't believe  in all of this  'labelling,' but do believe in teaching and believing in 
every one of my children/pupils in order for them to achieve and gain outstanding results, 
regardless of disability. And my Special Needs children also excel and succeed in their 
piano exams with me. And I also believe in caring. And a bit of humane  love. And 
respecting every pupil, regardless. Also treating them as if they have  nothing wrong with 
themselves, because they haven't. As the Special Needs child is no different from the 
Gifted child. They are equal in my Book. And Beccy Salmon came top in writing about 
this  in her thesis  for her PGCE at Middlesex University where we were both expertly 
trained as Secondary Music Teachers. Every child deserves the  best teaching and to be 
treated on an equal footing with everyone else. And everyone, from round the world, 
deserves education and a home.

And some children at Cherry Lane  (and at Stephanie's  Ballet School) became child stars. 
And I had a soft spot for various children like  Beccy and Carly and Rachel and various twin 
brothers  and twin sisters, etc. Who although poor, worked hard to become  great and to 
make something of their lives. And I was their proud teacher and pianist. As once  again I 
was helping poor children to be put on the map. And it was all becoming very 
worthwhile.

There are many mad musicians like  me who are  also very great geniuses! Does that matter 
when it comes to achieving in Music and the Arts? Absolutely not! Look at Beethoven's 
life! And I still play and teach the  piano and music from a wheelchair. As I have been 
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encouraged to remain at Cherry Lane (and at Stephanie  Bell's Ballet School) with all of my 
mental and physical disabilities. As this makes no difference  to my career in Music and the 
Arts with children and adults alike, regardless of disability.

I seem to have generated a vast number of light music and jazz performers, who, like me, 
have a love and leaning towards these styles of music.

And through my work for the London Borough of Hillingdon's choir, I began to teach 
Derek the  piano. He  could play light music with very great finesse and knew, more than 
me, how this musical style should be played. Derek was an adult piano pupil from the 
choir who struck up a platonic friendship with me, after my father had just died. And he 
was a very loyal and faithful friend and pupil. Then Derek played at every single  one  of my 
piano pupils’ concerts, without fail, etc. So much so, that my pupils all loved his presence 
and they all related to him. They loved seeing Derek and always asked after him, 
especially Jessica and her family. He and Brian became a very important part of 
everyone's musical lives. Sometimes though I wondered who taught who! As Derek was 
an expert musician, who could also play anything and everything, and who just needed a 
sounding board, in every way possible, and was always there when it really mattered, 
especially after my father's death. 

Derek and Brian and I loved roses and gardens. After attending to my front garden, where 
there were lots of roses, Derek would come  into my home  to have a lesson on my 
Steinway Grand Piano. Or I would teach in their beautifully designed golden home, and 
sit in their colourful flower garden combined with lovely meals. We would play piano 
duets together at all of my piano pupils’ concerts, attend concerts  with Brian or just talk! 
And I was also friends with Brian as we shared a love  of making things  together such as 
tapestries or sewing. These  piano lessons turned into a priceless forever musical 
friendship with Derek, Brian and me. And wherever they are  I will be there  also. As the 
teaching friendship I have with Derek and Brian is a pure Musical and Artistic love, which 
is ever lasting and continuous.

Then Derek went on to work with my friend and piano partner,  Paul Lazarus in his Piano 
Shop, Plaza Pianos in Hanwell. And Paul had also been my neighbour and remains  my 
lifelong friend. So I would teach and play the  piano and Paul would tune  and sell and 
make and maintain pianos and music to my pupils. Also Paul looked after, tuned and 
maintained my family Steinway. And he  really knows everything there is to know about 
pianos.

Therefore, just as Sharon was my best singing partner, and Stephanie  was my best 
dancing partner and Steve  was my best drama/music partner so Paul was  my best piano 
partner. And his  cousin, Mike Leigh, was my no 1 Accountant. Thus so, Tony was my best 
neighbour, best friend and building/decorating DJ, who really knew how Music and the 
Arts should sound and be  performed. And Norman Higgins was my best Music and Piano 
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Teacher. So, there was my Musical family. And there are others like  Rilla and my childhood 
teachers and friends. As Paul and Mike are Jews also, so the others are  Christians. And all 
of these named friends are  vitally important to me and my pupils. I remain being in a 
'Circle  of Life' from around the  world. And 'The  Lion King' is based in beautiful Africa. 
And I play and perform 'The  Lion King' African music wherever I go. And I remain in touch 
with all of them.

Then on every Christmas Day and on every Easter Day Tiffany would invite me to 
celebrate, with mouth-watering meals  in her beautiful family home in Pinner with her 
family and friends who also lived in leafy Pinner, and thereabouts. And I was her family 
and her friends' piano teacher and mentor also. And her daughter danced at Stephanie's 
Ballet School and I even joined with Annie at her Holy Communion. And I felt a part of 
Tiffany's life  and her family and her circle of friends. Like Sarah, Jo and Julia. They all 
meant something to me. I guess that they all befriended a poor piano teacher who was 
also an orphan. And they and their children will always have a special place  in my heart, 
forevermore. Now that is true Christianity! As they all gave and played and practised 
hospitality from the heart.

And during my time with my musical friends I felt an urge  and calling to do something for 
the  people of Northolt. So I got a grant from the Peabody Trust to set up a pilot 
Performing Arts School. I devised a show called 'Angels are Made in Northolt' for the 
people and children of Northolt, together with a scrumptious Harvest Supper. As Northolt 
had been my home  since  1986. And this show, which I produced and musically and 
artistically directed and designed, played to a packed audience in Northolt. And I won a 
Millennium Award for this show. And this show brought together the local community and 
people and children of Northolt.

And out of this show came some  local piano pupils. Some of them that will make their 
mark in life. Like Chris, Charlotte, Bethany, Asher and Mia. They will all do something very 
great with their lives. And these children and others performed at my local Church 
concerts together with Derek, my adult pupil. And once again poor children mixed with 
wealthy children and they were all of them from different backgrounds, nationalities and 
faiths. Whilst their parents baked cakes and made refreshments for these community 
concerts, with retiring collections to raise  money for the  churches in Northolt. And once  I 
did a concert and raised money for 'Children In Need' at a Prep School in Northwood. 
And I do feel that I have  brought together a diverse  musical and artistic community. So 
my hard work and commitment to the  local community with music and the  arts has all 
been very worthwhile and has paid off.

And I enjoyed being my neighbours' community piano teacher. And I feel that I have 
encouraged Kyle  and Max to hit it big time. And I loved my home and sitting out on my 
balcony and garden and playing my family Steinway and belonging to a local community. 
And practising hospitality, always.
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But then I developed MS/NMO and cancer and landed up in hospitals  and a rehab home. 
But what came out of this was the  interaction and friendship and bravery between the 
patients. We all pulled together and helped one  another. And we all talked and shared in 
each other's  lives and emotions. And the NHS in England is the  best in the  world. The 
care  and treatment is impeccable. There  is nowhere as good as  the NHS in England. And 
I will always treasure  the friendships with staff and patients that I made in hospitals. I will 
always remember them all for their kindness, care, concern and humanity. There  was 
Jesus amongst everyone, always, in all of their pain and suffering.

And now my family Steinway (that lived in my home in Northolt since  1986) lives with 
Jonathan, my brother in America. And his wife, Marion, is also a piano teacher and her 
pupils and children now play this  magical piano. And Ric, my other brother has other 
Hollaender antiques from my home. And his wife, Brenda, is a  healing nurse! And so the 
Hollaender memories live on, for evermore.

And though, thanks to Tony and Mike, I still have  my flat in Northolt, I remain in the  care 
of Shackleton Medical Centre  in Southall. And they have all encouraged my musical work, 
both at Shackleton and at Cherry Lane and at Stephanie's Ballet School. And even though 
I am now totally disabled and in a wheel chair, my music work remains at these  places. 
And I give  very heartfelt thanks to Shackleton Medical Centre  that my passion in life, 
being music and the  arts, remains so. This is  where I belong now and where  my God and 
heart lies. And this is  why I have stayed at Shackleton. I am in their family now. And what 
remains? Love. 'Crotchets in Love.'  A family of musical notes that dwell in the Steinway 
Grand Piano. And 'Hope' for Hope for the whole wide world. 

Shirley and her best friend Stephanie on Shirley's 50th Birthday
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Shirley's Hospital Poem on the 23/06/2014 at 04.27am

I am in Ealing Hospital with an chest infection. I have  just listened to the birds singing and 
watched the skies break forth and lighten into blue  and golden colour and to see the 
shades and shapes of green in the  trees emerging. The birds make  everything happy and 

joyous. The skies will soon burst into rays  of golden sunshine. And riding in the dawn is 
my God, beckoning me to a fresh day, a fresh start and a fresh beginning. Whilst the birds 

sing their dawn song. The  dawn chorus is a mixture of song and radiant colour. And there 
lies my God. The colours and the dancing songs of nature and God's creation.

Wednesday 25 June 8.10 am

The  sun is  pouring in from my windows at Shackleton Medical Centre and the  birds are 
busy singing their songs. I reflect and ponder about this. And I know that during my 

darkest of days, that's when I'm closest to my God. And I play the piano the best when 
I'm suffering. And whether I'm happy or not the dancing birds still sing their songs. The 
people in Hospitals  spend their days fighting for their lives. And during my many trips as 

a patient in Hospitals throughout my life  I have faced and witnessed the  bravery and 
friendships of other patients, determined not to loose what they have  on earth. And it is 

the  therapeutic side  of illnesses that I would like to write  about. And the care and healing 
powers from all those  that work for the  NHS in England, which is the best in the world. I 
also believe  in the  power of prayer and music and that God gave  Hospitals  to mend our 

souls and bodies and hearts. Where  there's life  there's Hope. And my piano composition 
called 'Hope' is in my Educational CD called 'Crotchets  In Love.' And this  musical work is 

about a family of musical notes that live  in my family Steinway Grand Piano. The  Romance 
of music notation. The Power of God's love through humanity.

Friday 18 July 4.25 pm

The  bird who sits on my window every day keeps trying to fly into my room at Shackleton 
Medical Centre. Sometimes the bird wins, if the window is open far enough, and then the 

bird sits on top of my wardrobe, cooing. I am frightened that the  bird will hurt itself, but it 
never does, and every day the bird tries to fly into my room, and sit with me  and watch 

me, singing away to my radio music, which plays radio two, always. Sometimes I wonder 
why the bird wants to sit with me. Then I look at the bird and see it's beauty. The  beautiful 
colours  which dresses the  bird and it's song. So I see  further into the bird and see that it 
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somehow wants to spend time with me in my room with radio two on. So I sit with the 
bird until it flies away to the sky, yet always to return to my room and radio two.

My brother, Ric once  rescued a bird from my home. We had a grape vine  at River Close. 
The  bird got caught up and tangled it's wings in the  grape  vine  and was crying. We were 
all very upset. So Ric climbed up the  grape vine  and carefully lifted the  bird from the 

grape vine  and climbed back down again to planet earth. The bird had hurt itself. So Ric 
brought the bird into our home  and cared for the  bird for many days until it was better 

and flew away. And Ric and the bird landed themselves in the newspapers. He was  the 
bird's hero. Ric had saved the bird's life.

Wednesday 23 July 6.50 am in Southport, Blackpool

The  still sea, the  strengthening sun, the  silent swans and birds gliding on the water and in 
the  silent silver sky. The blue, gold and green colours of dawn. The peacefulness of the 

start of a new day - everything being new and alive and colourful. The songs, the  call to 
life with the colourful pallets and movements of nature and the world.

The  care  of the  medical staff, the care of the cooks, the care of the volunteers, the  care  of 
my carer, the  care of the  disabled friendships, the  care of the  entertainers, the care  of my 
friends who visited myself on holiday, the  care  of everyone  concerned in their endeavours 

to give cheerful, respite  care on holiday in Southport,  Blackpool. The beautiful scenery 
and sea. The  sun shone every day. And I felt that I was in tropical England! When the  sun 

shines, England shows it's true beauty. The care of Help Musicians UK who gave myself 
and my carer this life changing and therapeutic holiday in the  first place. Whilst I sit in my 
wheelchair. And the birds sing their songs and dance their dances.

Sunday 7 September 2014 6.30 am

The  bird is cooing outside my room at Shackleton. It is always happy. And this makes me 
think that I should always be happy. And all that the bird has is  itself. So this makes me 
realise  that we can do so much just with ourselves. So when I play the  piano at 
Shackleton, I realise  that I'm also playing to others. And this makes me happy. The bird is 
still cooing as I write and I in turn, will always play to others.  Because though I'm in an 
wheelchair and can't walk,  I can still use  my hands to play and teach the piano. I also play 
my songs and dances. And this in turn makes others happy. When I'm sad my music is 
always happy, just like the bird's music is always happy.
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Since I've  been cared for at Shackleton, I've  given a lot of possessions away to family, 
friends and Shackleton. So what remains? My music, just like the bird's  music still remains. 
And this makes me happier, more than anything else. 

I like the song 'feed the birds' from Mary Poppins. The words and music are  so beautiful. I 
often play this  piece  to my children (pupils). Because at the  end of the  day, this is  what we 
have - bird songs and dances and music, for all of humanity.
And as a child I used to feed the birds with my mother. We  used to visit the duck ponds in 
Ruislip and Pinner Parks. And we would even feed the birds in Trafulgar Square  and Hyde 
Park. Also we would walk our dog, Tessa to Pinner Park and watch the colourful  birds in 

their cages sing and dance  their songs. And as an adult,  I would visit the same  places and 
watch other children with their mothers 'feed the  birds.' 'Tuppence, Tuppence, Tuppence 

a bird.' (Mary Poppins).
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